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ABSTRACT
There is little research investigat ing thepreparat ion and support needs of nurses
who assume respons ibility for preccptoring nursing students . The descrip tive literature
identifies important strategies for prepara tion and support , btu little verification has come
from preceptors themselves as to the value of these strateg ies. Because preceptorship
experiences are commonly employed as a clinica l teechlng strategy for undergra duate
nursing students, it is important to investigate the needs of tbe nurses who act as
preceptors in order to better assist them to feel satisfied with their cont ributions .
The purpose of this study was to describe the curren t methods of preparation and
support provided to nurses who preceptor senior undergraduate nursing students in
Newfound land , and to explore, from the preceptors' perspect ives, if these methods met
their needs. A naturalistic mode of inquiry was employed using two sources of data ;
writte n preceptor preparation docu ments used by schools of nursing in the province , and
intervie ws with 18 preceptors from a variety of practice seltings across the province .
A major finding of the study is that not all preceptors received the prep arat ion and
support desired during their preceprorship experie nces. Many of the pre paration and
support strategies desired by preceptors were identified in written school of nursing
docu ments. However, there was incongruence between what was stated that preceptors
rece ived as preparation and support, and what preceptors felt they recei ved. Other
findings indicate the need for schools of nursing to closely evaluate the network of
communication strategics used to prepare and support preceptors. Interaction amon g
nurse educator, nurse administrator. and preceptor was identified as critica l to the
preceptor's feelings of being supported in the rote. Key support elements are identified
in a model that also includes the importance of interaction among preceptor , 1lUr5C
educator, and student as well as among preceptor, nurse educator. nurse adminislrat{lr.
and preceptor co-worker.
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CHAPTER I
OVERVIEW OF THE STUDY
Preceptorstnp. as a strategy for the clinical teaching of undergraduate nursing
students, has become widespread in many nursing education programs acmss the country.
Newfoundland Schools of Nursing have made preceprorshlp a major componcm fur the
clinical leaching of senior undergraduate nursing srudents. In the past. nutlling programs
relied too heavily on facully from academic institutions 10 provide cfimcal 1c.1ming
experiences for nursing SItKlents (Baumgart and larsen. 1992). They noted 1h.,1 with Ihc
increasing acuily of c1ienl care, it is becoming more difficult for faculty 10 S:lfely
supervise students. These authors stressed that heallh care agencies must become more
intimately involved in the clinical education of nursing students. Prcccptorstup. as a
model for clinical teaching. provides an opportunity for health care agencies. specilieally
nurses in practice , to become involved. However. such involvement alters tbc OI' CS and
responsibilities of these nurses thus requiring strategies for their preparation and support .
As we move toward me Year 2000, there needs to be a concerted effort rr om
nurses in education and practice 10 work together to enhance existing clinical leaching
strategies such as preceptcrship so they remain viable and rewarding for all concerned.
In order to improve and enhance the delivery of clinical preccptorships Ior nursing
students, it is essential that nurse educators collaborate with nurses in practice in both the
design and delivery of these programs. By collaborating with nurses in practcc. nurse
educators can develop a better understanding of lhc elements of support mal can assist
preceptors to function more effectively in the role.
Sta temen t of the Probl em
Background to th e Study
Preceplorship pr ovides for a clinical teaching-learning relationship 10 develop
between a nurse workin g in a health care agency and a nursing student. Work ing
alongside the preceptor the student is able to receive ind ividualized attention and
subsequently dcvclop the confidence andskill to function in a more independent capacity .
Th is clinica l teaching-learning strategy is fostered through the guidance provided by
nurse educatorswho faci litate the developing relationship by acting as a resource person
to both the preceptor and the student.
Shamian and Inhaber (1985) , in their review of the Iirersu re on preceprorsbip,
idcnlirled many henefics of this clinical teaching strategy . The advantages and
dis,1dvantage.i of the preceptor's role were identified in a survey report by Alspach
(1989). The literature is replete with descript ive overviews aoo eva luation repcns of
preceprorship program designs and orientation strategies. However, lillie researc h was
fou nd that explores the support systems required as identified by those who precep t. As
well . of the studies reported, many focus on preceptors who work with nurses orienting
10 a new practice selling. Lillie emphasis has been placed on identify ing (he needs of
nurses who act as preceptors for nursing students. Are nurse educators placing
increas ingly difficult demands on !heir nurse colleagues in practice by ;liking ue m to
assume the multi-dimensional roles enc ompassel.l by pm:eptorship? The se alltk.-d
dimens ions place increasingly d ifficult dem ands on the preceptor' s time and workload
(Alspach, 1989; Chickcrella & Lutz, 1981; Clayton, Broome . & Ellis, 1989 ;
Golde nberg, 1987/88; Stuart-Siddell & Haberlin, 1983). Go ldenberg observed. ' Some
prece ptors complain that time allt energ y must he divided betwee n patient C,1fC
responsibilities and the needs o f the learne r- (p. 13). Theexpanded ro te of the r rccc..lJInr
position points to the need for supportive netWorks and mechanisms from the nursing
educa tion community as well as from administra tors and peers in the Jlrcctp(or 's
work place (Alspach, 1987; Blzek & Oenna nn, 1990 , Davis & Durham-Bar ham, 1989 ;
Hsieh & Knowles, 1990; Limo n, Bargag lioui, & Spencer, 1982).
It is essential that nurse educators increase their awareness o f the suppo rt required
to enable preceptors achieve personal as well as professional role sat isfaction . Davis and
Durham-Barham (1989) noted tha t in the design of a preceprorship program, the creation
of support systems to provide structure and direction to the precepto r is often a ncgk:ctcd
feature . Biz.ekand Oermann ( 1990), in a descriptive corre lational study of cr itical can:
preceptors, found a positive corre lation between level of job satisfactio n and the amount
of support that preceptors per ceived they received from within the ir agency . They
recommended , as a follow-up to their stu dy, the need for further research to examine the
effects of preceptor preparation programs on expectations related to the precepto r role.
They also suggested further research to determine the type of support most useful for
increasingjob satisfaction and retentionof staff.
If support systems are not available to foster preceptor role satisfaction, could it
result in a lack of availablepreceptorswho are committcdto assuming this role? Does
the support andguidancethat is now provided to nurses who assumethe role of preceptor
cnable them to feel comfortable with and capable of performing adequately as clinical
teachers of nursing students? As schools of nursing in Newfoundland continue to rely
on and plan for increasing use of preceptorship, it is necessaryto address these questions
in order to maintain the viability of this teaching model.
Pur pose or the Study
The purpose of this study was to explore support mechanisms for preceptors of
undergraduate nursing students. Specifically, the perceived needs for support as
identified by preceptorsof senior undergraduate nursingstudents, the typeof support and
guidance provided to preceptors by schools of nursing and affiliating agencies in the
province, and how the preceptors perceived it facilitated their clinical teaching
relationship with the student were examined. The investigation attemptedto identify the
type of support preceptors of undergraduate nursing students desire from nursing
education faculties and clinical agencies as it related to helping them balance their roles
and responsibilities as student teachers and patient care providers. The overall purpose
was to determine how schools of nursing and the nursing practice community can foster
precep torship experiences that are rewarding for Ihe preceptors find provide for Iheir
long -term motivation in the rol e .
Significan ce of th e StUdy
If nurs e educator s are going to continue 10 rely on preceptorship as a viahle oprtou
for the clin ical teaching of studentsin nursing. it is essential that collaborat ive wo rking
relati onships exist between nurse educa tors and nurses in practice . The gap Ihat exists
between the academic world in nursing education and the realities of thepractice :-;Cllin!:s
nee ds \0 be bridged. This study was based on the perspective that in order to effectively
brid ge that gap open communication must exist between both. Nurse educators must
exp lore the issues and concerns presented by nursepreceptors in order to help them deal
wit h the ch allenges, demands. and opportunities of prcceptorship . T h is stud y was
des igned to give the nursing education community further insight into how to assist
precept ors to feel SUPPQl1edand satisfied in a preceptorship experience. Ulrimncly, the
knowledge gained can assist the nu rsing ed ucation community to recruit and retain
pre ceptors who will collabo rate with faculty in the delivery or clin ical le arning
experiences that will effectively prepare graduates for professional pracncc.
Research Questions
This study was guided by the foll owing research qu estions:
What type of su pport mechanism s are pre sently avai lable to nurses in
practice who precepto r senior un dergrad uate nu rs ing studen ts?
2. Of the support m echanism s prese ntly in p lace for precepto r s of senior
undergraduate nursing students, which are perce ived. by these precep tors, as beneficial
to en hancing their role satisfact ion?
3. What o ther sources of support do preceptors of se nior undergradu ate
nurs ing stude nts desire from nurse educators, administratio n, and th eir colleagues?
Definition of Terms
The following definitions provided a glossary of terms for use in thi s study :
Faculty Liaison: A school o f nursing facul ty member who acts as a
consulnnr/advisor to preceptors and stud ents.
Nurse Administrators : Individu als, in health car e agencies where students are
preccpt ored , who negotiate w ith nurse educa tors and accept students for clinical
prec eptorshlp placements.
Nurse Educators: Indi viduals in schools of nursin g who are accountable fo r the
admi nistratio n, plannin g, implementatio n. and e valuation of precepr orship p rograms .
Nurse Ma~agcr ; The preceptor 's first line: of authority in the clinical practice
setting. Other terms used throughout the study that are synonymous with. the term
include superv isor and head nurse.
Preceptor : A nurse' wh o works in a one' IO-OIU~ relationship with a senio r
under g raduate nursing student from either a diploma or generic baccalaureate pro gram.
Preceptor Role Satisfaction: The prec eptor' s contentment with his/hcr
responsibilities and abilit y to effectively ca rry out the precept or role .
Senior Undergraduate N ur sing S tudent : A student in either the last year in a
dip loma or generic bac calaureate nursing program or a student completing the Year 3 ,
extended clinical comp onent. of the generic baccalau reate nursing program .
Supp o rt: The educational , adviso ry and administrative assistance pro vided to
preceptors as they performthe responsibili ties of their role.
'Because the sampl e is overwhelmingly female, and to ensure anon ymity , all study
participants are treated as female, and feminine p ronouns arc used throughout.
CRAFTER 2
REVIEW OF THE LITERA TUI tE
Precep tonhip p rograms offer potential benefi ts to tbe practic e sening as well as
10 the academ ic component of a " uning p rogram . Howe ver , such mutual be nefits are
more likely to occur when pr e ceptorsh ip is a collaborat ive effo rt betwee n nursing
educat ion and nursing practice ( D avis & Durham -Barham , 1989). S incethe outcomes
of co ll aborative efforts between nursing education and p ractice ca n enhance both th e
pract ice and learning milieu, it is essent ia l 10 investigate the facto rs that enhance t he
collabo ration process . More s pccilicalty, there is a nee d to inves tigate th ose facto rs
which enhance thepreceptor'scon tribution to this clinical teaching m od el. Preceptorsh ip
as a collaborat ive leach ing mode l provided thefra mework for this s tudy.
Asa collaborative teaching model. preceptorsbipca n assist the nursing community
In bri dge the current theory-pra ctice ga p by fo stering w orking rela tionships betwee n
nrrse s in edu cato n and in pract ice that are su pportive and based on m utual trus t.
Central 10effecnvecoll aboralion between educarion and nursingpract iceis the presence
of good eommuncanon processes. rapport , mutua l trustand respect (K irkpatri ck. Byrne ,
Mart in, & Roth, 1990) . Organiza tional commitm entand supportfo r nurses w ho prec e pt
arc th e key factors contr ibuting to the success o f tile pre cepiorstnp model (Brehaut &
Turik.1 994; Davis & Durham-B arham. 1989). T o enhance thecollaborative efforts a nd
outco mes of precepro rshlp. Ihe re must be a comm itment to provid ing oppo nu nilies for
inte rac non and ibose participat ing must reap some benefits (Kirkpatrick er al., 1990 ).
The literature provided an overvew o f the typesof prep.1Cl1tio n and support
co nsidered important inassistingpreceptors to perform inthe role. Little information
relat edto howpreceptorsperceivetheir experience was reported . A~ well , lillie rese arch
was found that identified the actual relationship betw een support and preceptor role
sa tisfaction . Howe ver, several anecdotal and evalua tionreports of specific prec eptor
programs identified numerous strategi es forpreparing andsupporting pre ceptors (Dale
& Savala, 1990; M cKnight, Black, Latta, & Parso ns, 1993; Shogen. P rior, & K(}t~k; .
19 85; Woodtli. Ha zzard, & Rusch, 1988). These strategies point to the need for
co llaboratio n between nursing educat ion and nursin g practice in ~eveloping systems of
support for preceptors.
The literature review begins w ith a discussion or preceptor res ponsibilities and
ro le adjust ment. T his discussion pro vides the conte xt forunderstanding tile importance
of preceptor preparationand support. Theremainder o f the Htenmrereview Isorg anized
und er the following categor ies: precept or prep a ration, communication and administrative
supportstrategies, andpreceptorben efitsand reward s.
Preceptor Responsibilities and Rot e Adjustment
Prec eptors in nursing apply their teaching, counselling, coach ing, assessment.
e valuation , managementand organiza tionalsk ills as thcy assist theprccep tce to develop
th eirown nursing competence {1acks o n& Mott, 1993 ; Stuart-Siddall& HahcrJin, 1983).
The preceptor facili tates the neophyt e 's learning by actingas the primary teacher. rule
rc
m odel, and supe l"ViSOl (Andersen. 1990). Prece persbip is. comp leJ:funcc ion.however .
and the type of leadership required to effec tively p recept is no! a pa n of the typica l
undergraduate cu rriculum (Picmme, Kramer. Tack. & Evans . 1986), Preceptors may
nOIhave a l l 'he skill sexpectedin the teaching role. thus requiringIlia!their needs in Ihis
area be investigated (Ferguson & Ca lder, 19 93).
Cr itical to thepatte rn of inte raclion in I prece p tcchlp program and the le vel !if
job satisfa c t ion fo r theprec eptors is theirabili ty tofee l comfonable and confiden t in their
ex pallkd r o le. P ond. Mc Dooough. arKI Lam bert(1993) surv eyed 137 nursepreceptors
(8 3'.1 response ra te) who evaluated lheir experiences with a specific prece p torship
p ro gram. Comparalive contentana lysiswa s used to analyze the narra t ive responses to
open-ended quest ionsincludedon the evaluationquestionnaire. Anindependent analysis
condccted by two of the reearchers resu lted in 95$ agreement. Thepre ceptors '
responses to the questions indicated that lack or sclf-coofidence. role uncertain ty. and
connicting responsibilities between thepreceptcr role and the seniced e liYel)' role were
th ree of the leas t posilive aspetts o f theexperience.
Hs ieh a nd Knowles (1990) conducted a qualitative study eumin ing the
d e velopmenl of the precepcorship relJ1ionsh ip. Direct obse rvation.. of hsuuctor vis i ts
wuh 12 precept or-student pairswere conducted weekly, over a 4 week period. A s wel l ,
as parto f the final evalu at ion. preceptors and students were asked to respond in writing
Co questio ns ab o ut the developing relationship. Contentanalysis of the data fro m the
ob servation no tes and wn llen re sponses identified seven themeS imponam to the
I I
deve lopment of a posi tive rel ationship . One th eme ietenl ifltd w as the im portance of
de a r ly define d role cltpectatioll5. Both precep tors and s twelu expressed comidcrahk
unce rtai!iy in relat ion 10 the ir new roles andexpeeaicns. Responses from bothgroups
reveal ed tha t one o f the m ost helpfu l actions by.he instructor was the tJcfining of
expectations (H seth '" Knowles. 1990).
Hardy and Conway (1988), in their w ritings o n role theory and the he alth
professions, suggested that when professiona ls moving into new postnors ;ITC nll l
suffi ciently socialized , they experience role stress and role strain . They s uggested that
role transitions would occur more easily and witha greater pr obability of succes sful
per fonnance if the incumbenlswere provided wilhprograms designed 10 enhance their
kno wledge a.nd behaviour. In order to perfo nn adequ a tely. incumbcntc;assuming new
roles mustrece ive information about roleerpec tatcns. This infol1T1Ollion s houldinc lude
the rights. duties. and responsibilities of theroles 15 w ell 15Ihc activities which woultl
acc cptably ful fil tbe responsibil ities of lbeposi tions(Rhe iner. 19 82). The development
of ro le expectatio ns aid ro le concep tionsare ac hieved through interactio n betwee n (he
inc u mbents and the ir refere ncegrou ps . The es peeertonsof reference g roups su c h as
tho se outsid e the w orksitua tion. immediateco lleagues , admlnistraton. and lheself . help
to detennilllc the n ormsof rolebeha viour for the incumbents (Gaines. 19 81 ascited In
Rubin, 19S-8) .
Inapplying theassumptions of role the oryto th e preparationof pre ceptors , it i~
ev id ent fro-en the Inerature that incumbentsneed 10 be adequate ly prepared 10 rulfil the
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responsibilities of their positions , Preceptors are oftenchosenbecauseof their clinical
compe tence, p atient teaching skills, and leadership abiliti es; however, this does not
ensu re success inthe ro le(Bizek & Oermann, 1990). Although preceptingbuildson the
teachin g com ponent inherent in nursing practice , preceptors still require additiona l
preparation for their role (Bizek & Oermann, 1990; Limon et aI., 1982; Young er a I.,
1989). Davis andDurham-Barham(1989) suggested that althoughpreceptors mayhave
been selected for their interest and clinical expert ise, they may be neophytes in the role
of te acher and guide for nursing students. Theyrecommended that strategies to define ,
refine, and support this expended teacher role be used in order to makethe experience
positive and allowfor the professionalgr owthof the preceptor.
Preceptor Preparation
Thedesc riptive literature is replete withanecdotal reports of preceptororientation
programs and other strategies u sed 10provideinitia l andongoingassistance to preceptors .
It is essential thai preceptor orientation programs bedeliveredprior to commencement
of the precep torship and that subsequent follow-up sessions or strategies for advanced
preceptor pre paration be provided (McKnight et al., 1993; Myrick & Barrett, 1994;
Nederveld, 1990). Zerbeand Lachat (1991) reponed that separate workshopsfor new
and returning preceptors are delivered in their program. Davis and Durham-Barham
(1989) suggested that preceptor s allend studentorientation programsin order to initiate
13
the student-preceptor relationship and to prevent m isinfonna tion and communication
gaps.
Myrickand Barrett (1994) stressedthe importanceof an orienta tion progranuhat
addresses critica l content such as leaching strategies, adul t learning, evaluation
techniques, and con flictmanagement. Other preceptor orientation content areas di scussed
in the descriptive literature includerealityshock, role descriptions. legal issues(Borland,
Bone, Harlow, Parker, & Platou, 1991); reality shoc k. helping relationships, feedback
principles, needs assessment, goals settingand values clariflcat ion(Piemme ct aI. , 1986);
reviewof basic teaching-learning principles. the differencebetween basic guidancemKl
supervision. techniques of evaluation. and strategies for conflict resolution (Davis &
Durham-Barham, 1989).
In an evaluation study of a preceptor preparation prog ram,wesrraand Graziano
(1992) used a pre- and post-quesnonnaire design to determine if the program met the
perceived needs of the preceptors. Evaluating novice performance was the one area
where statistically significant differences were found. Amajor conclusion was that the
one day workshop prepared preceptors for their role , but evaluation of the novice's
perfonna nce was the one area in which the preceptor s perce iveda lea rning need , The
workshop subsequently placeda stronger emphasis on the principles of adult learning,
assessing the learner's needs, and evaluating perform ance,
Yonge, Krahn, and Trojan (1992) conducted a study of nurses who serve as
preceptors to nursing students, The purpose of the studywas to describe characteristics
I '
of preceptors.their preparation. and theidentified advantagesandproblems associated
with the role. Two hun dred a nd ninety- five preceptors in the pr ovince of Alberta
responded toa res earcher-constructedquestionnaire. Thequestionnaire wasreviewedby
a pane l of 11 expe rts a nd pilot testedon 30 preceptors in orderto establish fare and
conten t validity . On th e questions related to evaluating stu dents, o nly 28.8 % of the
preceptors reported having been taught how to write anevaluation. Over 92 % of the
precepto rs felt ev aluating a stude nt was th eir respo nsibility . Of those who fel t they
should not evaluate students,problemswith time,the form . andpreparationwere ciled.
Communication a n d Admin istrative Support Strat egies
The estab lishme nt of a n effectiv e communication network is an essential
component of the support mechanismsprovided to p receptor s, The a necdotal literature
described tileuse of reading mate rialsas a method of prepa ring and pr oviding guidance
topreceptors (Al spach, 1989; Dale & Savala, 1990; G ardiner & Martin , 1985; Mc Knight
et al. 1993; Wo odlli et al., 1988). These reading materials varied in the de pth and
breadth of their content ,
Myrick and Barrett (1994) stressed the Impor tance of prov iding tim e for the
preceptor to work closely in a ore-to-one relation ship with the faculty liaison, An
urxlerly ingconceptof a preceptor developmentprogram is that thefacul ty liaison or staff
development instructor is a peer coach o r role mod el 10 the preceptor (HoUy, 1992) .
Sincepeer coac h ing includesobservation fo llowed by feedback, Holly recommended that
IS
the faculty lia ison observe the preceptor's work ing rela tionship with the scderu ami
subs equently discuss the observa tions with the pre ceptor . By modelling and reviewing
tea ching beha viours with preceptors . faculty ca n assist preceptors to improve the ir
teac hing(Ho lly, 1992) .
Other means of support to preceptors is through the us c of preccptor-racutry
collaboration in resolv ingproblems that arise in the clinica l sclling inrelation10student
learn ingand performance(Brehault& Turik, 1994 ; Andrusyszyn & Maltby , 1993; Ze rbe
& Lacbat, 19 91). In describ ingfacult y-precept or collabo ration in a spec ific program.
And ersen (1990) ind icated thaI openness, flexib ility, and comp romise are method s (If
co llaboration that pro vide essential m eans of sup port 10 the prec eptor th rough dialogue
w ith thefacu lty membe r, Facultyme mbers, in the program descr ibedby A ndersen. meet
o n a regular basis w ith prece ptors to discuss student progress a nd to pro vide guid ance
in theplanning of indi vidual student learning e xperiences. Facu lty can al so heInvolv ed
in providing feedback 10the students with the preceptor (Holly, 1992). If instructors
periodically assist th e preceptor in providing feedback to the student, this experience
p ro vides an opportu n ity for the preceptor to de velop a nd refine feedbac k skills. Su ch
fee dback sess ions with the faculty mem ber pie se nt can also encourage the preceptor and
preceptee to address any conflict issues (Holly, 1992).
The frequenc y of facultycontact with the preceptor , as reported in theliterature .
varies from daily (Zer be & Lacher, 1991; Limon et al., 1982), week ly (Brcha ul t &
Turik , 1994 ) to perio dically (Shogan et al., 1985). Lim on et al. (198 2) stressed that
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contact with faculty and other preceptors is essential. It is also recommended that a
faculty resource person be available by beeper or by telephone when precepto rs and
students arc working together (Limon et al. , 1982; Zerbe & Lachat, 1991).
In the study of precepto r characte ristics by Yonge et al. (1992), it was reported
that up 10 one-quarter of the preceptors surveyed did not feel supported during their
preceptorshfp experiences. Thi s lack of support was attributed mainly to lack of
availability of school of nursing faculty. Yonge et al. also reported specific problems
which caused stress for preceptors, such as working with students who were having
clinical performance problems . As well , students not suited to the clinical area because
they demonstrated lack of motivation and preparation caused stress for the preceptors.
Pond ct al. (1993) also repo ned that for preceptors one of the least positive aspects of
a preceptorsltip experience was lack of student preparedness. Pond et al. also reported
that students with a strong knowledge base and willingness to learn created a positive
experience for the preceptor.
Young er al. (989), conducted a questionnaire survey (n= 19) of a specific
preceptc rsbtp program for new graduate nurses. The purpose of the survey was to
identify, from the preceptors ' point of view, specific factors that contributed to preceptor
satisfaction. Analysis of precep tor responses to the questionnaire revealed that preceptors
did not believe their co-workers fully understood the overa ll purpose and benefits of a
preceptorship program, and thus were not always supportive . They indicated that
strategies to communicate the purpose and value of preceptorship programs to all nurses
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in practice could help bridge this lack of understanding. They identified strategies thnt
would enhance administrative support and commitment and thus provide a means 10
increase the success of preceptorshlp.
In the study by Hsieh and Knowles (1990), the preceptors reported that their usual
co-worker support systems did not function as usual because co -workers lacked an
unde rstanding of the concerns and problems of the preceptorshlp experience. When
verbal suggestions were made by the faculty liaison, preceptors tended 10 talk (0 each
othe r more frequently. using each other for support. Hsieh and Knowles also found that
precep tors considered dialogue with faculty. co-wo rkers, and head nurses as essentia l
form s of support, When faculty d iscussed wnh preceptors the preceptor ' s problem
situations, such as unit or agency-specific polit ics, it was also perceived as a form of
precept or support . Likewise, if head nurses discussed with other unit staff (heir
recognition and awareness of the stresses associated with preccprorsbtp . it was perceived
as a source of support by the preceptors . Hsieh and Knowles reported that when this
supp ort was not provided, preceptors frequently felt misunderstood and frustrated by their
co-workers lack of understanding.
Analysis of preceptor responses to the questionnaire survey by Young ct al.
(1989) also revealed the need for strategies to enhance preceptor support as it relates to
worklo ad during the orientation period. Fifty-seven percent of responden ts did not feel
the workload was fairly distributed during the orientation period . Preceptors reported
that the preceptee' s first orientation day to the unit should bea formal planning day with
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the preceptor. This day would allow the preceptor to be free of patient care
responsibilities, thus allowing the preceptor and prccepree 10 review the precepree 's
learning needs and formulate goals and objec tives for the experience. Preceptors also
reported their dissatisfaction with having little input into how to individualize the
orientation program.
In their study. Bizek and Oenna nn (1990) examined the relationships among job
satisfaction, educational experiences. and the support received by 7.\ critical care
preceptors. Support was measured as role recognition,benefits, and sourcesof guidance
available to preceptors. A significantfinding from this study was that job satisfaction
increased as support for the preceptor increased. Preceptorsreported that one of their
chief sources of support came from other preceptors , indicating the need to provide for
interaction and communication between and among preceptors. While less than half of
the preceptors indicated their super iors and educational coord inators as sources of
support, a weak but significant correlation exis ted between Ute amount of percei ved
support from the agency and the level of job satisfaction.
While the research literature measuring support for preceptors is inconclusive.
there is preliminary evidence that support needs are multidimensional and important to
preceptor role satisfaction.
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Preceptor Benefits and Rewards
Those responsible for planningand implementing a prcceptorship model of clinical
teaching must be aware of the benefits inherent in the preceptor role in order to
understand the sources of support required by these nurses. Much is written in the
descriptive literature about the benefits to the preceptor as well as the forms of
recognition used to acknowledge the preceptor' s coutribution to the program. Several
sources described the opportunity fer professional growth as a major benefit 10 the
preceptor (Brehault & Turik, 1994; Chickerella & Lutz, 1981; Dale & Savala. 1990;
Davis & Durham-Barham. 1989; Limonet al.• 1982). These and other sources identified
the many benefits inherent in the preceptor role which contribute 10 both the personal and
the professional growth of the preceptor. These inherent benefits to the preceptor
included: reflecting on their own practice, seeking out new knowledge and skills, and
becoming motivated to advance their careers (Brehault & Turik , 1994); providing
intellectual stimulation through discussion with students (Andnrsyszyn & Maltby, 1993);
recogn ition by the nursing education community and the institution of the preceptor's
expertise and the opportunity 10 work in collaboration with nurse educators (Kirkpatrick
ct al., 1990); the building of collegial networks with nurse educators, nurse
administrators, other preceptors and students (Davis & Durham-Barham, 1989); and the
opportunity to develop their mentorship, leadership and teaching roles (Andnrsyszyn &
Maltby, 1993).
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There were no empirical studies cited in the literature specifically examining
preceptor benefits and rewards. However, of the studies which examined a specific
preceptorsblp program or characteristic,"of preceptors, the importanceof the personal
and professionalbenefitsof preceptoring were supported. These benefits 10the preceptor
included: re-examining their nursing knowledge and reflecting on their own nursing
practice (Ycnge et al., 1992); keeping current clinically and stimulated in their thinking
(Bizek, Oennann , 1990): job er -tcnment and personal growth gained from assisting
others in their development (Young et a!., 1989); and the stimulus 10 further their
education (Pond et aI., 1993).
Discussed in the descriptive literature is the need to develop reward systems for
preceptors in order to help increase their role satisfaction (Goldenberg, 1987/88;
Kirkpatrick et al., 1990; Turnbull. 1983). Nurse administrators and others responsible
for the planning of a preceptorshipprogram should consider how positive rewards can
reinforce desired behaviours of preceptors (Goldenberg, 1987/88; Turnbull, 1983).
Turnbull emphasized that attention to reward mechanisms in preceprorshlp programs
encourages continuedinvolvement of volunteer preceptors.
Sources of rewardscited in the literature, as used in specific programs, included:
acknowledgment and a thank-you in the agency newsletter as well as a letter of
appreciation from the school of nursing (Kirkpatricket al. , 1990); a refreshment break
and the opportunity to view student poster displays (Weber, 1993); an additional .50
cents/hour while workingin the preceptor role, and formal recognition by title as staff
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nurse preceptor (Mooney, Diver. & Schnackel, 1988); paid attendance at continuing
education programs, better evaluations toward advancement on a clinical ladder , lind a
cert ificate of appreciation, or special name tag (Alspach. 1989).
Goldenberg (1987/88)recommendedother incentives or meansof recognition thai
cou ld be considered or are in place in selected nursing settings. These included
preceptor involvement in program planning and evaluationas well as ongoing inservice
educatio n opportunities . It was suggested tha t these types of incentives help 10 esta bhsh
recog nition of the preceptor' s expertise. Tuition waivers. listing in school catalogues as
part-time faculty, and access to library facilities and media resources are other
recommended sources of incentive and rewa rd. Mooney et al. (1988) recommended that
consideration begiven to incorporating the precepto r role into the agency 's meri t system
for evaluation of staff nurses.
Empi rical studies which exam ined a specific preceprors hip program or
characteristics of preceptors across many programs also supported the need for rewards
as a mea ns to recog nize preceptors for their contributions. Bizek & Oermann (1990)
identified role recognition and rewa rds to preceptors as measures of support that may
influence the job satisfaction of precep tors. However, of the nineteen nurses included
in the study by Young et at. (1989), 53% did not perceive that they received recognition
while in the precep tor role . The study by Yonge et al. (1995) also supported th is finding
and furthe r revealed that when rewards were received, they did no! always ma tch what
the preceptors cons idered 10beapprop riate. Yonge er al. idemified tha t most pre ceptors
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want, as a means of professional recognition. a letter of acknowledgement from the
school of lIursing to be placed in [heir personnel file. Preceptors in this snrdy also
identified opportunities for professional growth, such as access to a workshop or a
journal subscription. as imponanl reward mechanisms to recognizepreceptors.
Summary
The literature on support for preceptors identifies the importance of preceptor
preparation. rewards. and ongoing contactand communication between preceptors and
nurse educators, The descriptive literature is replete with overviews of preceptor
program designs and identification of support mechanisms to enhance the collaborative
nature of this clinical leaching model. However. only a few studies exist that directly
or indirectly address the availability and/or suitability of the support mechanisms as
identified by preceptors. While the research literature is scarce, there is preliminary
evidence that preceptor support needs are multi-dimensional and important to their role
satisfaction. The literature review supports the need to investigate the types of support
that are presently in place and considered beneficial by those who precept, as well as the
types of support identified by preceptors as needing further development .
CHAPTER 3
METHODOLOGY
Naturalistic Inquiry as a Methodology
The research outcome for this inquiry was to provide an interpretive description
of the resources and sources of support perceived as valued andlor needed by those who
act as preceptors. The naturalistic inquiry research methodology was therefore chosen
to guide the design of the study . The purpose of naturalistic inquiry is 10 understand
rather than to predict ami control (Lincoln & Guba, 1985). In a naturalistic inquiry,
knowledge is gained from individual perceptions of reality within a specific context. The
prem ise behind the naturalistic inquiry methodology is that there is no single objective
reality; rather, there are multiple reali ties based on subjective experience and
circumstances (Lincoln & Guba, 1985).
The naturalistic mode of inquiry was chosen as the methodology for conducting
this study because of the need to study multiple, context dependent realities in an area
where little research has previously been undertaken . Theaim of naturalistic inquiry is
not to focus on similarities that can be developed into generalizations, but to describe the
many specifics that give the context its uniqueness (Lincoln & Guba, 1985). Because
preceptorship experiences occur in a variety of settings and under a variety of conditions,
a need was identified early in the study design to obtain participants from multiple
settings. This approach allowed the researcher to maximize:variation because access to
preceptors in these scttings had been established. As data collection proceeded within
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one context or setting, the need 10 obtain more detail or contrasting informa tion from
preceptors within the same or another sett ing could be accommoda ted.
Data Sources
The data sourcesfor this study included interviews witheighteennurses who have
preceptcred senior undergraduate nursing students from eitller a diploma or generic
baccalaureate nursing program. As well, documents used by schools of nursing in the
province where preceplorship or a preceptcrship typeof leaching model is used were
analyzed in orderto determinethewritten resources provided to facilitatethe orientation
and preparation of these nurses.
The Documents
Each of the schools of nursing in the province use preceptorship or a clinical
leachin g model similar to preceprorshlp at some point durin g the final two years of the
program. The five schools of nursing forwarded documents such as written guide lines
and orientation schedules used to prepa re nurses who work as prec eptors or resource
persons 10 student nurses. The leiter requ esting use of these documents is append ed (see
Appendix A). Approval was subsequently obtained from all of the schools of nursing
to use these documents for the study. In one case the teaching model used is not de fined
as preceptcrshtp . The model involves the assignment of a senior student to a nurse who
is willing to act as a resource person to 1'1~' student durin g the designated clinical time
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frame. Many of tile responsibilities of the student and resource person arc consistent
with the definition of preceprorshfp as used for the purpose of this study. Documents
received from all of the schools of nursing in the province were therefore used in the
description of resources for the preparation o f preceptors.
The interview sample consisted of eighteen nurses who had preceptored senior
undergraduate nursing students from either a diploma or generic baccalaureate nursing
program . Five health care agencies in the province, where nurses who had acted as
preceptors for these students were employed, gave approval to the researcher 10 conduct
interviews with those nurses who volunteered to participate. The use of multiple sites
ensured a diverse sample with nurses participating from a wide. variety of clinical practice
settings and regtons of the province .
Once approval to conduct the study was obtained from each health care agency.
the respective nursing service depanment was contacted and their assistance requested
in helping the researcher obtain volunteers (see Appendix B). Preceptor volunteer
request forms were made available with a request that they be brought to the attention
of those nurses who had preceptored in their agency (see Appendix C). Within each
agency, the method of communicating the request for volunteers varied. In some
circumsta nces the notice requesting volunteers was posted and/o r a copy made available
to all nurses who had preceprored . III other situations, nurse administrators or staff
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educators brought the request directlyto the attention of the nurses and encouraged their
participation. Still in other situations, both mechanisms were used. Five of the
participants called the researcher directly and volunteered to participate. The other
participants informed a contact person in their nursing administration or staff education
departments thai they wereinterestedin participating. These individualsgave permission
to be contacted and subsequently agreed to participate when approached by the
researcher. Only one person chose not to participate once the study purpose and
procedure was explainedduring this initial contact stage.
The nurses interviewed were from across the province; however the majority
represented health care agencies in the eastern portion of the island. The sample
included seven nurses from an acute care hospital which is the parent agency of a
diploma school of nursing, five nurses from community health and six nurses from
among three acute care agencies separated from any of the schools of nursing in the
province by at least a two hour drive.
The nurses interviewed had a wide range of clinical practice experience across
many settings. The number of years these nurses had been in practice ranged from two
to thirty-two with equal distr ibution of experience betweenthe three categories of under
five, between five, and fifteen andover years of experience. The nurses who had been
in practice for under fiveyears had spent the majority of their time in their present work
setting. For those nurses who had been in practice for over five years, only one had
been in her present work setting forunder five years. Although, this nurse had a number
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of years' experience in her present area of nursing practice. she had just recently
experienced a change in work selling.
The majority of the nurses interviewed had preceptored a number of times and
six had preceptored for two schools of nursing. The students these nurses had
preceptored represented four of the schools of nursing in the province. All preceptors
slated that they had preceptored within the past year. Some of those interviewedhad a
student assigned at the time of the interview. The length of the individual prceeptorship
experiences varied from three to twelve weeks.
Three of the nurses had preceprored post-basic baccalaureate nursing students or
re-entry nurses as well as basic students in nursing. During the interviews with these
nurses, there were references made to their experiences withother than the baslc students
in nursing. In the analysis of the interview data. only the information relevant (0 lhc
basic students was included.
Ethical Consideration s
Following approval from the Ethics Review Committee of the Faculty of
Education, Memorial University of Newfoundland. each of the involved agencies where
preceptor volunteers were sought was contacted (see Appendix 0). Once the volunteer
sample was obtained. an initial contact was made to outline the purpose of the study and
the procedures involved for obtaining the interview data. Subsequently. written consent
was obtained prior to commencement of each interview (see Appendix 8) . The
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researcher kepi the signed copy of the consent fonn and the participants were given a
copy for their records.
Through the written consent form and the researcher' s verbal explanations.
participantswere informedof themeasuresto ensure anonymity suchas the use of codes
rather than nameson interviewtranscripts. The participants' freedomto withdrawfrom
thestudy at any time andlor refrainfrom answeringany questionsthey preferred to omit
was also explained. Participants were told and subsequently given the opportunity to
read any of their direct quotes used in the final report. This measure was included in
order to ensure anonymity as well 35 accuracy of the quote and its interpretation.
Participants were reassured that the interview was not intended to evaluate their
performancenor the performanceof their students. It wasexplainedthat the interview
wasdesigned to obtain informationfrom preceptorsthat would givenurses in education
and practicean insight into the support neededto enhancepreceptorshipexperiences.
Interview Approach
Personal face-to-face interviews were conducted, when feasible. In some
instances. arrangements were madeto conduct interviews by telephone. Of theeighteen
nursesinterviewed,nine were interviewed by telephone and nine in person. Participants
selectedthe setting and time for the interviews. Six of the personal interviewswere held
in an office within the participant's place of employment, two were held in the offices
of the participants, and one was held at the researcher's home. Six of the telephone
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interviewswereconducted while the participants were home from work, while three were
conducted from their place of employment. All arrangements made were to ensure
convenience for the participants. Three of the interviews had to be rescheduled :II the
participants ' request; these interviews were arranged for anothe r lime most appropriate
for these individuals.
The interviews were planned for 4S minutes to I hour. The researcher tested the
interview guide with a volunteerwho was known 10 the researcher as having preccptorcd.
The purpose of the pilot test interview was to establish the clari ty of the questions as well
as the lime frame for the interview. The interviews look place over a period of 2
months. Each interview was transcribed verbatim except for the opening portion of the
interview when the researcher was explai ning the purpose of the study to the participant.
The interviews varie d in length ; the majori ty lasted approximate ly 1 hour, but the length
varied from 35 to 90 minutes . All interviews were audiotape recorded .
The questions that guided the interviews were deve loped by the researcher (see
Appendix F>. Thcse broad questions were formulate d following a review of the
literature . Precep tors were asked to describe actual expe riences in relation to being
supported in or prepared for preceptortng and to relate these expe riences 10 how they felt
about the support that was provided at the time. Prom pis such as "tell me more aboul
that ", and "how d id you feel about thai? " were used 10 encou rage partic ipants to share
their experiences and to help identify those sources of support or preparation they felt
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needed furthe r developme nt. The participa nts' descriptions of their experiences were
clearly articulated during the interviews and follow-up interviews were not required.
Data Analysis
The Documents
Documents from the schools of nursing, which included written guidelines and
orientation schedules. were read prior to starting the interviews. This gave the
researcher some knowledge of the resources available from each school of nursing for
the purpose of exploring their implementation in the interv iews. Actual document
analysts took place following analysis of the interview data. Identification of the
categor ies from the interview data helped direct the final read ing and analysis of these
doc uments. All of the documents were analyzed for similarities and differe nces in their
content. Both the written guidelines and orientation schedules were summarized for the
findings.
The Int erview Data
As each interv iew was completed it was transcribed . The researcher used
secretarial support for interview transcription. The interview tapes did not contain any
characterist ics that would permit the identity of the participan ts to be revealed to the
transcribers. Participants were infonned , prior to commenceme nt of the interview I that
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individuals other than the researcher would be transcribing ; none of the part icipants
objected 10this process.
As each interview was transcribed, it was saved on a computer disc whichwas
subsequently given to the researcher. The researcher then listened 10 the audiotapewhile
reading the transcribed interview from the computer screen. Thisallowed the researcher
to correc t any misinterp retation of words thai were transcribed and ensured accuracy of
the tra nscribed tape. As well. the researcher listened 10 each of the participant' s words.
while reflecting on what was being said , how it was being said and . why it was being
said. This processpermitted the researcher to identify themes that were emerging from
thedata so as (0 ensure they were subsequently explored with other participants. Many
of these themes emerged early in the data collection process, and they supplemented the
interview guide as the part icipants' varied experiences with preceptor resources and
support were explored .
The interview data were analyzed using a modified vusion of the constant
comparative method of data analysis (Chenitz & Swanson, 1986; Glaser & Strauss,
1967) . The constant comparat ive method was used as a method to process the data rather
than as a means to generate theory.
Following the final transcription of the interviews, each interview was read
several times. During the first reading o f each interview, units of data (Lincoln & Guba,
1985 ; Streubert & Carpe nter, 1995) were identified to determine whether the
participant's comments addressed either of the research questions. These units of data
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were identified throughwords. sentences,andlor statementsthat reflectedan answer to
one, or more than one, of the research questions. Theseunits of data were highlighted
and the right-band margin of each transcriptwasusedto identifythe appropriate research
question(s)answered. Memoing wasalso included in this margin to explain someof the
thoughtsand questionsof the researcher in relation to how the unit of data contributed
10 answering the research question(s) and why, Some early recurring themes were
identifiedthat reflected the researcher's thoughts as to why participantswere feeling a
certain wayaboutthe experienceandhow it was relatedto the researchquestions. These
themes were especially related 10 research questions two and three; those questions
designedto examineeach participant's satisfaction withexisting support mechanismsand
to identify other needed sources of support. This early analysis of themes helped the
researcher to renee! on the reasons for commonalities and variations in the data.
Following identificationof units of data as they related to answeringthe research
questions, further readingof the data resultedin the assignmentof theseunits of data into
categories. In doing this, the units of data within each interview transcript were reread
and assignedto categories that developed as the analysisproceeded. Rules of inclusion
weredeveloped as the categorieswere defined. Unitsof data were continuallycompared
to previously categorizedunits, resulting in similarcategoriesbeing clustered. Category
generation and clustering occurred untit all the themeswere exhausted. As a result of
this clustering, categories of data to answer research questions one and two became
similar and were subsequently grouped together. The categories of data related to
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research question three, although similar in some ways, were different in other respects
from those categories related to research questionsone and two. Tbecategories of data
to answer researchquestion threewere subsequendy organized into another group of
data . Commonalities and differences in categories existed between these two groups of
data . This retlected a finding thai emerged as the data were analyzed: there wu
variation in the availability and type of support provided to these preceptors.
Cre dibility
Melhods 10 establish credibility were built into the research design of this study.
First. the data sources were triangulated [0 achieve a more complete and accurate
portrayal of thesubject matter (Talbot. 1995). This was accomplished by analyzing both
(he written documents for preceptor preparation and questioning lhe participants during
the imerview process about the written guidelines and orientation provided to tbem.
Other melhods to establish credibility included a detailed data base and thick
descriplion as well as inc lusi~l(l of the part icipants in the data analysis phase of the
inquiry. The lener was achieved by going back 10 the participants and giving them a
summary report of the findings. Participants were also given sections of the report
where they were quoted. the accompanying analysis, and they were asked to support or
contradict the analysis. Eslablisbing credibility by this measure enabled the researcher
to capture the data as constructed by the participants. or to correct, amend or extend it
(Lincoln & Guba, 1985. p. 136).
CHAPfER4
RESO URCES AND SOURC ES OF SUPPORT : TH E FINDINGS
This chapter is divided into three sections. Section I describes a common theme
that emerged among the preceptors as they each talked of their experiences and feelings
related to preceptorship and how these affected their needs for support. The common
theme that emerged was the preceptor ' s sense of responsibility for the student's
development. While the preceptors ' work experiences, work settings, and experiences
with preeeptorshlp varied, they all shared this sense of responsibilit y for student
develop ment. It became-clear that in orde r to answer the research questions, it must be
grounded first that preceptors bring this se nse of responsibility 10the ro le. This sense
of responsibility is described in Section I and provides a context for understanding the
meanin g that preceptors attach to the var ious support mechanisms that are in place or
desired 10help them feel satisfied in the role. Section It ecdresses research que stions
one a nd two. The current resources and sources of support available to preceptors are
identi fied and those perceived as beneficial are described, Section 111 addresses research
question three by describing those resources and sources of support perceived by the
preceptors as needing further devel opment in order to assist them fulfil their sense of
respo nsibility to the student.
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Section I: The Context
Feeling Responsible for Studen t Development
It was cle arly articulated by precepto rs thai, in a preceptorshlp experience . they
fell a persona l sense of responsibility for student development. Preceptors ofte n
expressed theirsenseof responsibility by talkingabout theneed to bea goodrole model.
Role modelling behaviours expressed by preceptors were consistent with those identified
by Stuart- Siddall and Haberlin (1983). These behaviours included professionalism, self-
responsibility, clinical expertise, and peer acceptance. The following examples
demonstrate this sense: of responsibility:
I just fe lt like I wanted10 be a good role model J wanted her 10look at me and
say gee that's what I want to be like kind of thing you know cause that's how I
felt when I was a student
You kn ow that you have somebody who is looking up to you. So the first
priority is to be a good rote model. i .tc maintain your professionalism and to be
a good example to the student.
Another importa nt element of the preceptors' sense of responsibilit y was the
concern that th eir student gained an optimum learning experience . Preceptor dialogue
in relation to feeling responsible for pro viding optimum learnin g reflected their
commitment to enabling this for the student. At times, other factors influenced the
precept ors' ab ility to fac ilitate optimum student learning; this caused some stress a nti
frustra tion for preceptors . The following accounts by different prece ptors reflect these
I f it's a really hectic work load and yoo do n' t have a lot of t ime to be (sic]
stopping arxlexplainingand teaching . that can befrus trating. But you know, I
d on't find flllstrati on from the stude n t themselves . I actuaJlyfee l bad for them
because you know we're in th is partic ular situation at a given time:.
So metimes I myse lf wonder jf I'm teaching that person properly or you know is
there any other way...then I kirxlo f questio n myself, amI capable enough to
teach this, 10do th is.
And if th ey didn' t havea good exper terce it ce nainly ... [ think it ref lects back on
you as a preceptor because I think you 're responsible to make their experi ence
here as rewarding as possib le for lhem.
A commo n thread underlyin g this se nse of responsibil ity for stud ent learn ingwas
that sometimes the stress associated with preceptoring wa s not a product of the
relationship with a stude nt; rather , it was a produc t of the frustration associated with
beinguna ble to provide th e bestteach ingand learning enviro nment. Added 10th is sense
of responsibility for student development was theneed 10 ma intain quality client care.
Preceptors had to balance these re sponsibilit ies. which at limes resulted in the need to
postpone student learning opportunities beca use lhe preceptor was too busy and did not
have the lime to mess studentreadiness fo r theexperience . Tbescsi tuations occurred
more frequently during the beginn ing phases of the relationship when th e preceptor was
unsure of thebackground ofexperiencesand competency leve l of lhe stu dent. H owever .
preceptors did not always feel they weread equately infonned of each student's level o f
skill dev elopment and tearnlog need s. Whe n this was comb ined with a busy c lient-care
worklo ad. it ca useda sense of fru stration for preceptors becau se they felt they were not
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meeting their res ponsibility to the student. This sense of responsibility to both student
and cl ient was reflected in the following statements:
So it's some big responsibility in that sense that you're trying (0 give the student
the best experie nces but not [0 jeopard ize the patient care .
It impacts on your day in that regard and in your planning for the months ahead.
really, because you have to consider this other person. their needs and
tbeir. •.abilities and their past experiences and everything . And then you also
have to consider the familiesand the people you are nursing...so I guess it's like
a co-ordination effort that you're consid ering all the time .
As professional nurses, the preceptors expressedtheir overall responsibility to
clients but recognized and were committed to their responsibility to help the student .
This perso nal sense of responsibility provoked some feelings of stress among precep tors.
This stress wa s related to their need to know that they were providing the type of
learning expe rience and feedback that the student required and the school of nursin g
expec ted . The preceptors' accounts of their feelings in relation to being able to fulfil this
respo ns ibility to the best of their ability was often influenced by other forces . These
other forces e merged as themes which reflected this ove rall sense of responsibility by the
precep tors. Th ese themes included the preceptors' feelings in relation to being prepa red
for their role, the support given while in the role, and the recognit ion received for
assum ing the role. Th ese themes are exp lored as the data in each of Sections II and III
are presen ted. Categories of support mechanisms are iden tified under each theme in both
sections. These categories reflect the commonalities, differences, and subsequent
pattern s of resources and support available to and needed by preceptors. Overall. the
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themes and ca tegori es reflect preceptors ' needs for cl ear role e xpectations, reference
group support, and collabora tion in or der to assist them fulfil th eir responsibilities for
student deve lopment. Descriptionof the resources and sources of support is fra med
within the conen of preceptors' work situations .
Section II: Rese arch Questions 1 and 2
Support Mechanisms Availableto Preceptors
The answers to research questions one and two aredescribed in thissect ion.
Three broad headings are used 10 organize th e support mecha nisms ava ilable to and
perceived as beneficial by the preceptors . Thes e beadings are: Being Pre pared fo r the
Preceptor Role, Being Supported in the Preceptor Role, andBeing Acknow ledgedin the
Preceptor Rol e,
Being Prepared ror th e Preceptor Role
The typeof preparation made available to preceptorsand their perceptions o f its
benefils varied accordingto their work location , theschoolof nursingpre ceplored for,
and thtir pre vious experience with preceptorsh ip. As a mechanism for support .
preparation was perceivedby (he preceptors as a means toclari fy their responsib ilities
and help the m adjust (0 the role. Following analysis of the interview data and the
documents fromthe schools of nursing. threecategories ofpreparationwer e determi ned.
These categories inc ludewri ttenguidelines,pre ceptor orientation. andknowledge o f the
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student. In the description of the se catego ries of prep aration and the ir benefits . both
interview data and document analysis are presented.
Written Guidelines: Document Analysis
Similaritie s anddifferences existedin the written guidelinesused to prepare nurses
who become pre ceptors for the vari ous schoo ls of nu rsing. Each o f the schools have
developed an information handout or manual which includes . in all of the documents
submitted, the o verall purpo se and objectives of the clinical ex perience as well as it role
definitio n and list of responsibili ties for individual s invol ved in the experience .
Tenninology varie d amo ng the s chools in the name used to denote the role positions
defined in theird ocument s. HoweverI for the purpose of this discussion, acommon term
isused when referring to each of the follow ing positions; the student, the precept or. the
faculty liaison, and the nurse mana ger. In all but o ne of the documents submitted, the
nurse manager ' s role is defined. All othe r roles, as discussed here , are identifi ed and
defined in the doc ument s from th e five schools of nursing.
In outlini ng the responsibilit ies of student, preceptor , faculty liaison, and nurse
manag er , documents var ied in terms of ho w specific responsibilities were described . In
outlin ing the re sponsibilities of th e preceptor. the documents identified that the preceptor
assists the student in iden tifying and modify ing clin ical learnin g objectives. As well , the
docum ents outlined that the preceptor help s the stude nt meet these o bjectives or develop
the st rategies to meet them. All of the docume nts referred to the preceptor ' s
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responsibility for providin g feedback to the student and inpu t into the evaluation of the
student. The prece ptor was generally identified as the indiv idual who provides the un i t
orientation and assists the siudent in becoming familiar with nursing po licies and
procedures of the area. Thepreceptor's responsibility forthe direct clinical supervisio n
of the student was not specifica lly identified in all o f the documents re viewed . Howeve r .
in these cases, broad references were made to the preceptor providing guidance to
facilitate stude nt attainment of the objectives.
Throughouteach of the documents, theexpectationis thatthe preceptor works in
collaboration with the faculty liaison who consults with the preceptor in the planningand
evaluation of the student 's learning and prog ress. G e nerally, thedocum ents also indicate
that the faculty liaison maintains open communication wi th the student and nur se
manager. Reference is frequently made to the facu l ty liaiso n's contac t with the preceptor
and, in some cases, it is identified when or how o ften these contacts are to be made. In
general, the doc uments outlined that ass istance is availab le to the preceptor from th e
faculty liaison in ord e r to discuss student performa nce. One of the documents
specifically identified how the faculty liaison, in consultatio n with the precepto r and th e
student, would deal with a problem should it occu r dur ing th e clinical experience. Some
of the documents outlined how the faculty liaison could be accessed by phone or beep e r
when not ava ilable in the clinical setting. In some cases, on-c all roste rs and/o r telepho ne
numbers of the faculty liaisons were included in these documents. One document
specifically identified that the faculty liaison and thenurse manager acknowledges the
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preceproe' s conrribuncmc thc school's nursing educatio n program. This samedoc umenl
a lso oollined that th e faculty laisc n and the nurse manager pro rnofe lhe benefits of tbe
prettp10rship program.
Som e of Ute doc:umellls outlined tha t tbe nur5C manager acts in a consultive
capacity by essisaing thep receptor with student objectives, learning experiences. and
e valuation. Other schools of nursing more b roadly definedthe nurse man.1ser' s role :l~
actingin an advisory capacity to the preceptor .
All schools of nursi ng ident ifiedstude nt respo nsibilities andcon rrlbuuons 10the
preceptor shipprocess. Throughout allof the documents. it was evident thai srudenn arc
expected. to beact ive participants in thelearni ng process . The documents outli ned lllal
students an: responsible for developing and revisi ng their own learni ng objediYC5.
evaluating their o wn progress lhrougbout the expe rience. and seeking feedback 10
promote theirdeve lopment andimprovement . Twoo f thedocumentsmaderefe rerce10
thestudent's accountability andresponsibility 10 maintain positive, professional a llinllb .
Three of the doc uments rnam: reference to .sIUdent responsibilily for increasing lheir
independence in the management of client care. M OSl of the documentsreferred 10
student participat ion inevaluating [he pr« eptorship program or individual prece pton hlp
experience.
Over and above identification of the roles and responsibilities of participants
involved in lhepre ceplorsh ipprocess, theschools vari ed onotherdetails included inlheir
documents. Thre e of the documents included info rmation related to the program o f
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5tudics in general . as well as specirlc tnrcmatlon on the precep torsbip c ourse.
Documentation fro m the o ther schools focused only on the course in whic h !he
preceptors tnp expe r ience is provided . Three of the d ocu men ts made reference to the
preceptor selection process or nmbutes and a bilities of effect ive preceptors, Th ree of
the documents included a component on!he benefits of preceptorsbip to thepreceptor,
p receptee, nursing education. IIIn ing practice . andthe profession.
Some of the docume ntsincluded infonnal ionrela ted10studentpoliciesin ge neral
a s wen as policies related to lbe clinical com pceent, In the majority of docu ments
submilled . howeve r, refere nce was made to the stude n t's responsibility to info rm lhe
p receptor o r faculty membe r ofany nursing skillwhic h the stu dent is nOI ccnpe tent rc
perform. Generall y. it was defined thaithe precepto r and/o r faculty member would
provide g u idance to the student in such a situation. Th ree of the docu ments defi ned
nursing s k ills which students arc not permitted to perform and, insome cases , those
whichcan beperfo rmedonly ulKle r dirtctsupervision. Oneschoolsubmil1cda copyof
the clinic a l skills list which stUdents arc re spolISIble for keep ingup to dale as they
perform t he skills listed. This skills 1i5l: di rec ts the p recepto r ardIor faculty liai son to
initial and dale the skill whenthe srudent achieves compete ncy. Th is skills list is
included among th e informa lionpack agesg ive n 10precepto rs .
The majority of docu ments included general gu idelines for eve luaung s tudents
during th ei r preceptorship experience. The evsjuauon process isdesc r ibedas on going
300 based on the participa tion of the preceptor, facUl ty liaison, and the snden t . The
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guidelines. in m ost of th e documentssubmitted, included reference to tile com ponent
parts o f the evalu ation p rocess, as well as the preceptor' s and th e facu lty liaison's
respon sibilities in evaluating the student. The stude n t' s responsib ilitie s inthe ev nluation
process wereo f ten define d . In o ne ofthe documen t s. some g u ideline s were included in
relatio n 10giv ing feedback rega rdingstudent performa nce . This sa me docume nt also
includ ed examp les ofcomments thatcould beused to summarizestud entperfo rmance in
certain perfonnance areas of the evaluation.
Two o f the documents included referenc e 10 accountabilit y and the legal
implicationsof preeeprorlo g. Both docum entsmade reference 10 studentand preceptor
accountability in thepro vi sion of client ca re within the context or the preccpror/p reccpree
relatio nship. A s well. these documentsmade refere nce tothe"ARNN Position Stateme nt
on Prcceptors'hip " and the "S t andards and Crite r ia of Professional Competence fo r
Beginni:'lg Practitioners of Nurs ingin Newfoundland" in eith er their dlscnsslo n on the
lega l Implkatio ns of precepror tng orthe Inrcrmarlon mate rial available to preceptors .
Three o f the documents included a referen ce reading list o n preceptorshlnand ,
in some eases an article or a w ritten guideline preparedby the school on the skills of
prece pting.
Other document s submi tted inclu ded sc hedules and outl ines for preceptor
orie ntationsess ions, as well as designated materials to bedi stributed during the sessions .
The se docume nts are d iscussed under the Preceptor Orienta tion category.
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Written Gujdeline$" The Pm;epl 0fS' Perspeclives
Pll,:epcor recall of thedocemernsreceivedand available to them varied. In many
cases, preceptors remembered m:e iving or haVing available written guideli nes to assist
them. hut they di ffered in their recall of the contents. In their discussion of the written
documents, very few of the preceptors spontaneously recalled if information related to
their rolesand responsibilities had been included. Whendirectly questioned if these were
outlined, most of the preceptors were able to recall their inclusion in the handouts
received. Onepreceptor recalled that the handbook included "legality thingson what the
student was covered for. what they were expected 10 do. what the philosophy of the
school was", and another explained thai the handbook included "what to expect of us as
preceptors". Another preceptor, when discussing the written guidelines the school gave
her . maee reference to an article regarding working as a preceptor and giving feedback
10 students. This preceptor valued this sourceof preparation and talked about how she
used the pnrciptes in her uxeracucnswith students.
Whal mostpreceptors clea rly recalledwas thai, at some poimin their experience
wilh preceproring, they had received, or their nursing unit had received . some
documentationas 10 which nursing skills students in a particular preceprorstup program
could perform .
Individual preceptors varied in their confidence level as to their recall of the
written guidelines and other resources provided . Severa l preceptors explained how they
h.1lJ not had the opportunity or time to read the entire manual or the handouts given to
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them as part of their preceptor preparation. However. in cases where they knew the
guidelines for t~ supervision of students were eirher available on their nUr.ling units
and/or the students or faculty could supplement these reading resources. lhcy expressed
confidence in their knowledge.
When preceptors knew where the guidelineswere kept on their nursing unit. they
referred 10 them as a reading resource when their ability 10 recall these guideline!; was
vague. The preceptors' confidence in having these guidelines available was
communicated in statements such as, "Yes, there are guidelines. ..and if you have any
problems with your student. what they should be doing or what they'r e allowed to do,
there are manuals tbere," and. "We did refer 10 the manual a cocpte of limes just 10 sec
it in writing.-
Some of thepreceptors related their perception that &tudcms are usually ..ware of
the guidelinesgoverning their performanceof certain skills. These preceptors relied on
the student as another source. Tbese views were expressed in statements sv-h as.
· Usually the studenls have a preuy good idea of what they're allowed to do and what
they' re not allowed to do.- and, -I asked her, now was this something she was allowed
In the caseof preceptors who received regular contact from the school of nursing,
some would seekout the faculty liaison 10 answer their questions if they could not rccall
the guidelines. The availability of this resource person was another important support
for these preceptors. The confidence in knowing this source of support was available
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wasexpressed in the following quoteby one preceptor, -Uyou're ever in doubt. youca n
call lhe faculty person."
In the discusao n of !he written guidelines concerning student evaluation.
preceptors variedas to how satisfiedthey felt with thepreparation they received. A brief
discussion of the preceptor' s evaluation responsibilitiesprovides a backgroundto review
the document guidelines for evaluation. In the majority of situations. the preceptor was
responsible for evaluating student performance . However. expectations for the
preceptor's involvement in the evaluation process varied. In situations where there was
regular contact with a faculty member from the school of nursing, the preceptor
completed several formative evaluations that were discussedwith the student on a regular
basis. These formativeevaluations then provided data for the summative evaluation
whichwascompletedby the faculty liaison. Preceptors in communityhealth settingsand
those in clinical settingsgeographically distanced froma schoolof nursingcompleted an
evaluation form provided by the school. In most cases, these completed fonns were
given (0 thestudent at the end of the preceptorship.
Preceptors described thetype of evaluation form theyworked with explaining that
it was often a checklist that focused on aspects of clinical performance such as
psychomotor skills, communication skills, and the nursing process. The student usually
gave the form to the preceptor at the beginning of the experience. Not all preceptors
were provided with guidelines to assist them in completing the evaluation.
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Preceptors varied in their degree of satisfaction with the assistance provided 10
help them complete the evaluation form. One preceptor commented on the usefulness
of the guideline in helping her clari fy the meaning behind each evaluation component.
Another preceptor explained that the guidelines were discussed in the teleconference
session that helped to prepare her for the experience. Some preceptors explained that the
evaluation form was easy 10 understand and relativelyeasy 10 complete. This seemed
to be the case when preceptors were given guidelines. when they had preceptorcd
students who progressed without difficu lty, and when lhe rorm used was primarily a
checklist with room for comments. If either of these conditions was not present,
preceptors expressed some difficulty with the evaluation process.
Qrientation Schedules' Document Analysis
The orientation schedules from three schools of nursing were made available 10
the researcher. This analysis includes a synopsisof these schedules and any supporting
documents submitted.
The document analysis revealed different schedules and time-frames for
orientation sessions. These differences even occurredwithin the same school. Various
reasons exist for these differences; for example, many of the schools use preceptors hath
within their own agency and in agencies geographically distanced from their location.
Qne school of nursing documentindicated thai travellingorientation sessionsarc offered.
Another school's documentindicated that half-hour teleconference sessions arc offered
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to all outside affiliating agencies where preceptors are used. As well, some of the
documents indicated that besides an annual one-day orientation session, addillonal
sessions are available 10complement the orientation program. For example. one school
of nursing submitted four orientation sessionschedules ranging in length from 1 hour 30
minutes to 7 hours. These sessionsvaried in responseto the experienceof the preceptors
being oriented. In situations where the preceptor's workplace was the parent
organizationof the school of nursing, the initialorientation sessionranged in length from
4 to 7 hours.
The orientation schedules indicated that the sessions begin with a short
introduction to the nursing program followed by an overview of the precepto rship
program. This overview frequently included the objectives of the precep torship program
lind a description of the roles and responsibilities of the participants. One of the schools
framed tha roles, responsibilities, and relationships by using the Jackson/Mon model
adopted from the video ' Preceprorshfp: A Model Based on Trust. " This school also
used a handout with an overview of this model and allowed time for discussion following
the video.
Common to all of the orientation schedules was a segment o n the principles of
teaching, learning, andlor adult education. Descriptors of these or ientation session
segments differed , but they appeared to focus on providing preceptors with an overview
of how to create a positive learning env ironment. In some of the orientation schedules,
time was allotted for discussing student policies, competencies, and the legal implications
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of preceproring. Some of the:orientation schedules incorporated small grou p discussions
and work-shee t sessions as leachi ng strategies. All of the schedules included a segment
on the student evaluationprocess.
The data presented related only (0 the initial orientat ion schedules. Inform ation
was not availabl e on supplemental sessions or travelling and teleconference orientation
sessions provided to outside agencies .
Preceptor Ori entation ' The Precentors ' Perspectiyes
Preceptor reca ll of the content covered duri ng their orientation sessi ons vilriell.
However . when preceptors received an orienta tion session. they wen: posi tive about its
value in helping prepare tbem for the.role. Of the preceptors interviewed. nine had
part icipated in an on-site or teleconfere nce orientat ion session prior 10 their most rece re
preceptorship experience . One preceptor had received an orie ntation sess ion in the pa'lt
but not for the most recen t experience. The remaini ng eight precepto rs bad never
rece ived a fonnal orientation session.
For those who had never partic ipated in an orien tation session, fee lings varied
depending on the expectati ons for them, how they had bee n introduced to these
expecta tions, and their subsequent contact or lack of contac t with the school of nursing.
The se feeling s are discussed in more detail throughout Section III of this chapter , This
pre sent di scussion focuses on ly on preceptor recall of the orientation session contents aoo
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their perception of its value in helping them fulfil their role and responsibilities 10 the
student.
For many of lhc preceptors. one of the more imponam features of the orientation
session was that it helped 10 clarify their role and responsibility for thestudent. As one
preceptor noted, "Yesmy role. and that was the biggest thing I took from it and that was
probably the biggest thing that I was looking for. · Another preceptor expressed how the
orientation helped to clarify her role whenshe stated, · What we should expect of them
as students and what they should expect from us as preceptors." For many of the
preceptors. feelings of responsibility for the student were reflected in their discussions
on how they became prepared through the orientation session. For example. one
preceptor summed this up as follows:
You know it wasn' t just that I was going to take someore under my wing and
watch them work. It was a responsibility of mine to ensure that they learned
according to thestandardsof the hospital and the school, that sort of thing. And
a whole lot more but this is what I remember clearly about it. And tha t was a
good thing to know becausethat helpeddevelop my philosophy towards how I act
as a preceptor.
Some of the: preceptors were showna video during their orientation session. For
those who had preceproredbefore, there were positive feelings about how the video
helped to clarify common feelings of uncertainty amongnewpreceptors. One preceptor
also felt the video confinned frustrations associatedwith preceptortng. especially from
other nurses who did not understand the preceptorsbip program and the preceptor's
responsibility for the student.
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Many preceptors valued the opportunity for dialogue during the orientation
session. Frequently. preceptorsdiscussedhow they had not had the lime or opportunity
to read the entire preceptor manual. Some of the preceptors recalled that school of
nursing (acuity stressedthe important sections of the manual to read. Helping preceptors
focus on importantaspectsof the manual and stressingthese points during the orlcniation
session helped preceptors know where to obtain required information.
Many of the preceptorswho receivedan orientation session recalled that it helped
them define their responsibilities for the student and identify the student' s level of
competence. As well, many preceptors noted thai their session included only II small
number of people and this facilitatedgroup discussion and the sharing of experiences.
One preceptor specifically recalled working with case scenarios relating to different
experiences between preceptors and students. This preceptor noted that the scenarios
assisted preceptors in developing strategies to work with students and facilitated the
sharing of experiences among those in attendance.
Preceptors valued the opportunity to meet and dialogue, during an orientation
session, with a delegate from the school of nursing. In one situation, a preceptor was
unable to attend a refresher orientation workshopoffered in thatparticular academic year.
However, one of the faculty members took the time to meet with her and review
important aspects of the preceptorship program to refresh her knowledge (rom previous
years, A preceptor who worked (or an agency geographically distanced from schools of
nursing recalled that the opportunity to meet with a school of nursing delegate was highly
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valued. Feelings related 10 the need for contact with school of nursing personnel are
further explored under the category, Being Supported in the Preceptor Role .
Knowledge or the Student
A recurring issue expressed by preceptors was the need to know the individual
student's level of knowledge, skill, and learning needs. Written documents and interview
data in relation to this category are discussed together. In all of the documents,
reference was made to the student's responsibility for identifying and reviewing learning
needs by developing objectives. In someof the documents, it was specifically outlined
that the student is expected to review these objectives on a regular basis with the
preceptor and/or the faculty liaison.
When students provided preceptors with learning objectives, prece ptors felt
knowledgable concerning students' capabilities and needs for guidance. Preceptors
frequently d iscussed the value of the student objectives in helping them assess learning
needs and subsequently plan experiences. Consequently. these preceptors expressed more
satisfaction with their ability 10 guide thestudent and in tum , they felt more in control
of the learning environment. The objec tives also helped the preceptor to feel that the
student was an active participant in the relationship. This was expressed by one
preceptor as follows:
I find that really good because I feel like it' s coming from them and then if I
know that... this week we need 10 work on this.. .or over the next couple of
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weeks, I find that good 10havea focus on where they want 10 go with it because
they are the ones really responsible for their learning .
Frequently, preceptors explainedhow they discussedlearning objectiveswith the
student on a regular basis. In some cases. preceptors related how objectives became
more specific as the student progressed throughout the experience. As a result.
preceptors were able to plan for learning experiences to meet specific objectives as the
student moved toward attainment of broader goals.
One preceptor in community health stated thai she preferred broad student
objectives because they are more obtainable. Other preceptors in community health
explained that when learning objectives were discussed between preceptor and student,
unrealistic objectives for the particular setting were identified early and revised as
necessary . When one preceptor was asked how she would feel if students did not come
to her with objectives. she responded. "I couldn 't ... I have objectives for myself and so
therefore .. .I' m used to working with objectives , so I think I would find it very difficult. "
Besides valuing student learning objectives , preceptors found it beneficia l when
they had some knowledge of a particular student's levet of achievement. In many cases
this knowledge was available through a skills list that the student brought to the clinical
setting. This skills list provided an account of the student's past experiences and level
of competence in the identified areas.
Some prece ptors explained that having the skills list available helped them to
define exac tly where the student was in relation 10 level of clinical skill development.
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This helped the preceptors in knowing where to focus attention in seeking out teaming
experiences. One preceptorexpressed that it also prevented her from believing a student
had little knowledge in certain areas of nursing practice. when in reality, the student's
knowledge was well developed. This opinion was expressed in relation to wanting to
ensure a good working relationship existed between the preceptor and student . Another
preceptor explained that the student was expected to have the skills list in the clinical
setting at all limes so the preceptor could update it as the student becamecompetent in
new areas of skill development.
Being Supoorted in the Preceotor Role
The sourcesof supportprovidedto preceptorscame fromnurseadministratorsand
co-workers within their own agency, the school of nursing, and the student. The type
of support available to preceptors varied with the school preceptored for, the preceptor's
workplace, and its location relative 10 the school of nursing. In identifying these sources
of support, the preceptors described how they assisted them perform and feel satisfied
in the role. Each of these sources of support is addressed in terms of the need for
understanding and clarification from others of the preceptor' s teaching approach,
Workplace Administratiye Support
The amount and typeof support that preceptors required from their administration
varied. A common thread was the need for administration to understandthe preceptor's
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responsibilil)' for the student and the demands lh is created on the preceptor's nonnal
working day . Many preceptors in the acute care sellings explained that, as a rule, they
were never assigned higher workloads because they had a student, One preceptor who
felt administration understood andsupported the preceptor' s responsibility for the student
staled:
I've never seen a case yet where. you know, we' ve say been short o f staff. hUI
they ' ll make up with the Iect that you might have 3 or 4 . .. preceprees up
there .. .we try rol la go with that because it's, first of all we know that' s not to
be••.and you know, these students an: up here to learn. they' re roc up here as
starr members.
In another situation. a preceptor was asked by her immediate scpervtsor if the
student could help out on another unit. TIle preceptor felt confident enough 10 explain
that the student was not there for that purpose. She expressed satisfaction in her nbility
10 advocate for the student's learning needs. and appreciated thai the supervisor
understood and no longer made such requests. The preceptor explained that this incident
occurred when her nursing unit first became involved with the preceprcrsbfp program ,
and her supervisor probably did not understand the overall purpose of the:experience
because it was new to everyone . Another preceptor expressed appreciation that her
nursing unit supervisor had "staffed according ly", when she became aware of the
difflculty this particular preceptor was experiencing in a preceptor-student relationship.
In two of the agencies geographically distanced from the schools of nursing ,
administration has designated a contact person to assist ln arranging the student placeme nt
andlor orientating thestudent to the agency. In some circ umstances, the unit supervisor
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gave the general orientation 10 the hospital, and the preceptor was responsible for
orienling the student to the unit. Most of the preceptors expressed satisfaction with this
arrangement.
Preceptors working in the parent organization of a school of nursing did not seek
administrative advice in matters relating to thesupervision of students as frequently as
their counterparts in other agencies. Instead, these preceptors usually sought support
from the school of nursing or other preceptors. However. in community healthagencies
and in agencies geographically distanced from schools of nursing , the supervisor was
often the first person preceptors identified When asked who they would approach if they
needed a question clarified about a student. These preceptors expressed confidence that
their supervisors would provide them with direction when questioned. Frequently, the
preceptors perceived this support as their administration sharing some responsibility for
the student. These feelings of confidence were expressed in statements such as:
I mean it's good because I wasn 't doing it sort of in an isolated way, like you
know. sort of worried that if something happened it was completely on my
shoulders and I had to deal with it.
Well we've called our supervisor and she's gotten in touch with the SChool of
Nursing . Oh yes, there's still channels we can go through. we're not stranded.
In some situations, wben a preceptor observed that a student was not perfonn ing
as well as expected. the preceptor sought advice from the supervisor. This occurred
most frequently in situations where contact from the school of nursing had not been
directly established with the preceptor . Two preceptors, in an agency geographically
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distanced fromschools of rwrsing, had observed someproblems in student perfonnance.
In requesting their respective supervisor' s advice, these preceptors received clarification
as to whether their assessment of the student's performance was clearly communicated
on the evaluation form. Oneof these preceptors also requested the supervisor to observe
the student's performance in order to clarify the accuracy of the preceptor' s assessment.
This need for clarification was a recurring panem throughout many of the interviews.
Co-worker SupPOrt
Preceptor experience with co-worker support varied. From analysis of the
interviewdata, it is clear that co-worker support was important 10 preceptors. Especially
important was the opportunity to work with others experienced in precemcnng. These
opportunities provided preceptors with avenues 10 share ideas and concerns, generally
allowing them 10feel, as one preceptor Slated. · You know you' re not alone,"
Somepreceptors did not experience support when working with others who had
never preceprored. Others. however, expressedthat while nurses on their unit were not
interested in assuming the role. this did not interferewith the preceptor' s ability to work
with a student. As one preceptor Slated, "They haveno problem with me beingon a unit
with them.. .but they don' t want to be part of it A lot of them find it 100 much
responsibility.•
Most of the co-worker support that preceptors received came from others who
preceptcred. All of the nurses In acute care:agencies had worked as a preceptor either
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at the same time another nurse on (heir unit waspreceploring or they had nurseson their
unit who had previous experience wilh preceptcnng. Nurses in community health either
worked in offices where urher nurses were preceptortng or, worked alone but had the
opportunity to discuss, at general staff meetings, their preceptcrshlprole with others who
preceptcred. Most of the nurses perceived the support they received from other
preceptors as valuable.
Thetypeof support valuedby preceptors included co-worker understandingof the
time commitment and added responsibilities of the preceptor role, feedback from co-
workers on how the preceptor was working with the student arxl how the student was
performing, assistance from co-workers in helping the preceptor access learning
opportunities for the student, and sharing by co-workers of their own preceptorsbip
experiences.
For some preceptors, understanding (rom their co-workers came (ollowing a
transitional period to the preceptcrshlp program, as more Sla(( became familiar with the
philosophy behindpreceproring. As one preceptor stated, •A lot more people are doing
preceptorship and they know it's more of a leaching role than it is havina your own
personal worker with you." Another preceptor, in discussing the lime commitment
involved in preceptoring and Ihe subsequent need (or understanding from others,
explained that working with a student sometimes slows down her work pace, As a
rcsull, the other nurse she is working with has to "pick up the slack a bit. as I do when
she h:1S a preceptee." This same nurse Slated that since she and her co-worker are
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familiar with the demands of preceptoring, they understand the t ime commitmen t and
provide the workloadsupport for each other on a reciprocal basis.
Beingable to dialogue with others who are preceptoring was a valued resource
to most preceptors. One nurse in an agency geographicallydistanced from the schools
of nursing specifically remarked, "It helped that there was somebody else in our
institutionthat was preceptoringat the same time...we used 10talk aboutthe different
experiences and things like that . M Some of the preceptors expla ined how they sometimes
discussed their concernsaboutan individual student's performance wi th another preceptor
or co-worker. In most of these situations. the purpose or this sharing was to seck
feedback from others on the student's level of functioning. These preceptors explained
that seeking another opinion assured them that they were being fair andobjectiveabout
the student's performance. The preceptorsexpressed their needfor, andappreciationof,
this type of support through statements such as:
r'lI say to the other nurse on the unit a lot of times, howare you finding her, how
do you think she's doing. Because if you really like that person, sometimes
you're probably not seeing someof thethingsthey are doing wrong. So I always
find it good to get someone else's opinion.
I several times asked different nurses in our department what had they done in
that situation when they had a student and, you know, not reallyspec ificthings.
Just in general, like, how did they handle their student doing this or that.
I found myself questioning my other co-workers like, do yo u think that I'm a hit
too hard on her, or do you think I'm looking for something wrong.. .would you
just watch her and just see whatyou think sortof thing. I was doubtful of myself
in a lot of times like that.
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Precept orsfound feedback fromothershelped confirm thatthey werecarry ingout
their responsibilitiesto the individualstude nt. This support assistedpreceptor s in feeling
comfo rtable with the assessment of and guidance given to the student.
Precept ors in community health a nd those in agencies geogra phically distanced
from schools of nursing apprec iated that their co -workers often hel ped them provide
learning experiences for their student. These situations usually occurred when the
preceptor was busy and unable to spend time with the student or when the co-worker 's
assignment on a particul ar day provided better learning opportunitie s for the student .
Sometimes. the preceptor and the co-wor ker planned these learning experiences; other
times they occ urred spo ntaneous ly. One precep tor expla ined her sa tisfactio n with th is
type of co-wor ker supp ort whe n she sta ted, "My co-worke rs were m arvellous with th e
stude nt, anythin g that I wasn't as signed to andsomet hing inte resting was happening, the n
my student would just go 10that. "
Most preceptor s in comm unityhealth rela ted how oth er nurs es helped them plan
activ ities to meet stude nt learn ing objec t ives. One nurse. who had j ointly preceptored
a student with another nurse in her offi ce, expressed that the shari ng allowed them to
"pick the best experience ', for IIle stu dent; thi s relieved the preceptor, to a certa in
extent. of the continuo us respo nsibility of planning learni ng experiences. As another
prec e ptor ex p ressed:
You're IIOt res ponsible for that student a nd making sure that there ' s someth ing
scheduled right th roughou t tile d ay...so if you want 10 allot yourself•..a day for
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pap erwork. . .youdo n' t have to worry that, well wh nt am I going to get the siudenl
to do forthat halfday or whatever.
Because nurses incom munity health foundthey were preceploring frequently.
they appreciated that they co uld rely o n each o ther to help out when try ing 10 arrange
student learning expe riences. As one commu nityhealth nurse e xplained . 'We run 10
e ach other . what do you think .. .or do you have anything ..in you r school that she might
want to do . Sothere is a lot of shar ing ."
As the preceptors talked of their exper ie nceswith co-wor kers , the Importance of
being able 10 share concerns, questions , and ideassu rfaced. W hen co-workers with
p r evious e xperience in prece p toring s hared their knowl edge and backgro u nd with those
new to precepronng, it was highly valued. T his was e specially important insituations
w here the precepto r had little or nocontact with theschool of nursing. As one preceptor
expressed , ~Bul mo st of your support , andw h ere you found what you were SUPPOSl't1 to
d o came f rom talk ing to those other p eople who had d one it be fo re."
S u pPOrtas itRelates to the S tudent
Preceptors often desc r ibedthe types o f experiences they h ad with s tudents . Many
o f the preceptors h ad been involved in more th an one p receprorshtp expe r ience an d were
exposed to students who perfonned at differen t levels of pro ficiency . In fac t . some
preceptors had worked with students whoexperienced difficulty in the ir perfo rmance:
th ese precepto rs had also worked with students who achieved at the expected le vel of
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performance or above. Prec eptors who had worked with both Iypes of students
appreciated howless stressful it waswhen working with a student who was performing
we ll.
Prece ptorswho workedwithstudentswho performedwellfe lt positive about their
re lationship with suc h students , and confident about their preceptorsh ip role. In
parti cular, they valued how the student demonstratedco nfidence, showed initiative in
seeking out learning opportunities, and communicated openlywith the preceptor.
In describing the value of working with a student whodemonsna ted confidence,
the clement of developing trust in the student was frequentlyexpressed. One preceptor
exp lainedthe development of th is trust, "One student in particular was from dayone, he
was ...very confident andlco u td uust h imaod the relationshipwas really go od." Many
of the preceptors developed contldence in a student becaus e the student was
knowledgable of his/her limitat ionsand accountabilities, Onepreceptor exp lained, "She
knew what shewas doing... she didn' t overstep inlo what she wasn 't allowed to do,'
Ano ther preceptor compared working wilh students who had pe rformed well with a
student whose performanceshe neverfelt comfortableabout. She character izedthe good
students in thisway , "They were qui te verbal about te llingyou if there were certain
things they couldn' t do or had already done and that kind of thin g. They were quite
different to workw ith, actually ."
Many preceptors expressed how they appreciated working with students who
de monstrated initiative and actively pursued new learn ing experiences. Not only did
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these stude nts challenge the preceptor, they also he lped the precepto r in the pl anning of
learning events. As one preceptor explained, "They can tell you and they are anxious
to learn .. . the n that mak es a difference. . .ra thcr than jflhey are looking for you to prov ide
them with an exper ie nce." Another preceptor exp ressed how muc h she val u ed nud ent
part icipatio n and ini tiative when she sta ted , "I do n' t like it when the y come in whh their
Objec tives and we sit down and (hey say okay . . there's no input. I would like them 10
ta ke an act ive role."
Another source of support valued by pre ceptors was feedback from students as
to whether the preceptorwas providing the needed guidance. Althoughstude nt feedback
was not frequent, many preceptors not ed its importance in assisting them to provide the
student wit h the best learning experience . When a preceptor did receive feedback, it was
beca use the preceptor had developed a self-in it iated mechanism 10 facili tate it. Fer
example, one preceptor indicated that she often sought feedback fro m Ille s tudent wh en
participating in the fonnative evaluation. Another precept or arranged feedb ack sessions
part-w ay lhrough the shift . As this preceptor e xplained . ~ I felt it was no go od afte r silt
wee ks.. . to come back and find out that no, I di d it wrong . TIle s tudents wanted to he
more in co ntrol of what they were able to do. "
Wh en precept ors recei ved feedb ack from their st udents, they were very pos itive
about its e ffect on their teachin g style . The prece ptors o ften expresse d how the feed back
helped them to reflec t abou t what they had d one and how they could improve. One
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preceptor exp lained that she welcomedcorsuuctfvecriticism from a studen t andfound
the feedback a motivatingfactor in her preceptorshipexperiences.
School of Nursing Supoort
School of nurs ing support appreciated by preceptors included availability of
contact with a schoolof nursing faculty member, supportwhenUtey hadconcerns ab out
student performance. and guida nce in eva luating and prov iding feedback to stude nts.
Whether these supports wereavailableand how they were providedwascontingent upon
the schoolof nursingpreceptored forand the proximity of theschool to the agency. In
prese ntingthe data, the amount of contac t available topreceptorsfro m schools ofnursing
is addressed . Thisis followed by thesupport provided in caseswhere thepre ceptor had
conce rnsabout a student or questions about the preceptor ' s teaching approach with the
studen t.
While notall preceptors felt they received the required support, it washighly
valued by those who did. This sectionaddresses thefeelingsof those who experienc ed
satisfaction withthe type and amountof support receivedfromschoo lsofnursing. Some
data is presented that represents the nee d for more contact but is included only as a
representation or what isavailable to th e total group interviewed.
Preceptors working in the parent organ izationof a school of nursi ng received
regu larcontact with a faculty member. Themajorityof theseru rses expre sseda great
dea l or satisfactionwith the availability of faculty contact. Because there was frequent,
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somet imes daily contact, some ofthese preceptor s were comrorrabje witha nd confident
about therelati onship withthe faculty lia ison. V isibility of the faculty liaison onthe unil
ga ve the pr eceptor an opportu nityto ask questio ns and as one pre ceptor state d, "T here
is a lwaysso meone a rourd that youcan sortof talk 10. 10 ensurethat everythi ng isoka y.'
Som e of the preceptors experienced situations where they had Co contact the
fac ul tyliaiso n when shewas notavailab le on the unit. Thesepreceptorsapprcclaed and
felt comfort able with the fac ulty mem be r's ava ilability at these times. Access throug h
a be eper number and in som e cases th rough be ing able to contac t a ncutry member al
home was valued. As one preceptor stated, "Yes. 1 feel that ' s good. cspeciully if
something dr astic happens that youneed the instru ctor. We know they arc therefor us."
Some of the se preceptors also commentedthat having a faculty membe r on call was
imp ortant. Several of these nurses had been in circumstanceswhere their reg ular facully
lia ison was not availa blebut someone else was on call in her place. Generally, it was
felt thathavinga desi gnate from the sch oolava ilableat all times was import ant. As one
pre ceptor exp ressed, "You knowyou goua have another liaison . .1mean this is ne w iu
me ."
Two nurses had preceptored for hoththe parent organization's school of nursing
as wellas another school of nursing ou tside the parent organization. While the co ntact
w ith the other school of nursing was not as frequent. the preceptor sta ted, "It was a
weekly basi s. They'd call and.i.they met half way through and fhcn they met at the
end ." This particular preceptor was pleased with the contact made from this school or
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nurs ing. Alth ough he r experiencewith th e student 's performance had been p ositive. s he
still felt il wa s importa nt for the school of nursing faculty member to keep in conta c t.
This preceptor summed upher feelings rel atedto the impo rtanceof this contac t when sh e
state d , "r es , it was va luable ju st to touch base. I think. cause yo u are give n a lot o f
responsibility . "
Anothe r preceptorhad ex perience withboth precep tor initiated contac t and facu lty
initiated contact. Thi s preceptor, in comparing the two experiences. e xpressed a
prefe rencefor faculty initiatedcontactby saying, "It's nice whensomebody c omes10 you
and asksyou howit' s going."
Theam ount of contact provided to preceptor s inagenciesgeographically distanced
from the schools of nu rsing a nd to thos e in com m unity he alth age ncies var ied. Of th e
six nu rses in agencies geographicallydist ancedfrom schoo ls ofnursi ng, two h ad received
som e lypeof conac t fromthe schoolof nursing eittu:r prior to or in the early phase s of
the p recepror she experience. Onepreceptor's c o ntact was in person and another's via
telec onferenc e . Both of ue se nurses stat ed, that besides this initi al contac t , they were
give n the ass u rance they could contact the school if they had anyproblems. O neof these
nurses expla ine d, ~We had her instructor's nam e and phone number and w e were told,
you know, at any time to con tact them if there was a problem." This sa me prece p tor
explained that because of the initial meeting w ith lhe in structor. she felt comfortable
about contac t ing the school should the need aris e.
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or thefou r nurses in outside agcllCies whoha d never e xperienc ed Iny pe rsonal
contact from I sc hoo l of nu rsing, tw o expressed no feel ingseither way in relation to Ihi, .
These nu rses no ted that had they experienced probl ems in their p recqnor -stu dent
relationship, they would have contacted the school of nursing. The other nurses,
however . because they had experienceddiffi culty in a preceptor-student relationship.
were crit icalof the lack of ceraact.
Of the five precep tors worki ng incommunityhealth. th reehad receivedpe rsonal
contact from a sc hool o f nursing d uring some of the ir p~ptorship e xperiences . The
contact was pan o f their o rienatio n or it occ urredSOmetime du ringthe experience with
a student The p receptor s valued the contact witha scboot o f nursing faculty member
andslated they w ould like tosee m oreof thi s. The two precep torsin communi ty hcallh
whoneverexper ienced any personal contact witha schoolof nursing representative were
crilical o f Ibis lack of support.
There was variation in the contact made a vailable 10 preceptors in ageocles
gtOgraph ially d istanced fromschoolsof nurs ingand to preceptorsin co mmunity health.
Insome cases.th e variat ion depend~ upon the school ofnurs ing; in oiber cases it Yarit.'<1
witheach inJivid ualexpe nerce for thesame schoolo f nursing . Forexample.two nurses
whoprec cptored for the sameschoolof nurs ing had never receivedany persona l contact
jrom a faculty member, either in person. by te lephone. or tclcconterencc . Two
preceptors in another agency had preceptoredfor this same school but had received
personal contact froma facultymember. In somecirc umstances. preceptorshad pe~nal
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contact with a faculty mem ber durin g some of their experiences and no contact during
others. All of these preceptors highly valued those experiences where the faculty
member had made contact. As one preceptor stated , "It seem ed like when I had contac t
with the instructor. ..itwas really positive." In describingthe benefits of thecontact, this
preceptor staled, -I think maybeeven just being able to air some of the concerns I had."
Of the eighteen p receptors interviewed , seven had exp erienced varying degrees
of difficulty in a preceptor-student relationship . Five of these nurses were satisfied with
thesupport received from the schoolsof nursing. The support included general direction
for stude nt deve lopment and . in some cases, discussion of the preceptor's concerns about
the student' s ab ility and its subsequent effect on client ca re . In such situations, the
preceptor and facu lty liaison discussed which client assignme nt would provide learning
opportunitie s for the student, but still allow the preceptor 10 feel confident in the
student' s ab ility to provide safe client care .
Faculty contact also provided preceptors with encouragement and feedback about
how they were working with a student. One precepto r noted that the experience would
have bee n more difficult if she had not received support from the faculty liaison. As this
precepto r staled, "It kind of kept it nil in perspecti ve . . .you need someone there to bounce
ideas off and cla rify and verify. M Another preceptor who experienced conflict in her
relationship with a siude nr was grateful for the support rece ived from both the faculty
liaison and her co-workers . Although the experience was stressful, the advice received
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fro m the faculty liai son help ed her deal with the confli c t withi n thispre ceptor-student
relationsh ip .
Some times p receptor s expressed that eve n if a c o ncern was of a m inor nature, it
helped whe n the f aculty me mber was making regular contac t because it facilimtcd
d iscussion . One pre ceptor expressed this satisfaction as follows:
She came to me one day, just asked m e how th ings were going and I was going
10 speak10 her anyway, and that was my opportunity at thattime 10 say... 1did
have a coup le oflittle concerns antiwe spoke together pri vately then illtha t time.
No t all prece ptors felt comfortable in giving negative feedback to their student.
even if the student was performing well. In these situations it helped wncn me faculty
li aison was availab le to help withthe approac h. As o ne precept or indic31l'1.l:
lt was a very big hel l' because I'm so rt of new to this role, I'm not ne w n.~ a
preceptor no w but new to try ing to communica te criticisms to ano ther im.livitlual
in a positive way. You have to handle things like that g ingerly. you don 't wnflt
to tell a good student thatsomething they're d oi ng is no t right an d tell them thn
in a very wrong way and possibly shatter their confidence or totally d is interest
them in the ir career . You have a large responsibility.
On e preceptor requested ass istancefro m the Fac ulty liaison when giving feed back
to a stude nt in one specific preceptor-student relationship . Because the student did not
always accep t the preceptor 's assessment of her performance . the pre ceptor fo und the
faculty liai son's presence assisted he r indeali ng with th e conflict that sometimes surfaced
in her relationship with the student.
T he need fo r faculty advice to help pr eceptors evaluate and provide feed back 10
the stude nt was a common thread. When suc h advice was ava ilable, the prece pt or saw
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it as a source of support . O ne preceptor, who worked with a student experienci ng
performance problem s , fourxl lhe evaluationd iffi cult This prece ptor was consciou s of
the need to substant ia te her assessme nt, so she frequentl y sought the faculty liaiso n's
ad vice. An other precepto r stated lhat she sough t advice f rom the faculty labon w hen
com pleting formative evaluat ions on a sedent who was experiencing difficulty in the
cli nical setti ng. This precept or indicated that she would go to the faculty member and
ask . ' We ha ve to bri ng out this point •. .hew do you think I shou ld put it there." Bo th
these preceptors exp ressed concern, that in compl eting the eva luation. the student' s
per formance was clearly com municated so the student und erstood her weak nesses and
SUbsequent needs for improvement. T his need to ensure that students recei ve feedback
to helpthem intheir development. is an example of !besense of responsibility precep tors
feci wltcn working with S1udenrs.
Bdng Acknowledgtd in th e Precep lor Rol e
Man y or the p receptors identi fi ed strategies usedby schoo ls or nu rsing, as well
inherent benefits of p receptori ng, that helped th em feci ackno wledged and
su bsequently satisfie d in the role. Seve ral preceptors talked abo ut thetang ible rewards
re ceivedfrom schoo ls ornurs ing. As well. many were p ositive about the be nefitsgained
from work ing with s tudents . While the tang ible rewards were welcome d, it was the
app reciation shown by stude nts that the majority or prece p tors fo und most satisfying and
m otivating . Some of the preceptors appreciated theop po rtunity to provid e input to the
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school of earsing about their p n:ceptorsh ip expe rience and tlleir evalU:lt io h of its
eenpc neet parts. Therewardspro vided10 preceptors. lhcbene fitsdel"ivedfrom worting
with s tudents,and theoppo rtunity 10 provide input into preceptor prog ram"Inoningnrc
discussed as ca tegories represent ing the measur es used to assis t preceptors feci
ackno w ledged in the precep tor ro le.
Preceptor Rewards
Therewards received by pr eceptors came(ro m either the schOOl of nurs ingOf the
stude nt. Most o f theprecepcors fell the re wards were given as a token nf appreciatio n
(or Ihe ir efTons .
While m any of th e rewa rd s were valued by the preceptors. the most important
were the expres sions of apprecia tion fro m students . Some: precepto rs noted tim! their
student hadgive n them a giftas a measure of thanks . These preceptorsappreciated this
gestu re , but did not fee l it was necessary for the student to do th is , What Wall most
important to the precepto r wasthe written or spoken word of thanks from the s edcn t .
Many received a cardor reller o f apprecialionfrom lheir studera, eitheral the em of the
experienceor following the completion o f ueexperlerce. W henpreccptol1'w orkedwith
sruderas who freely ex:pressed the ir gratitude for the time a nd expe neece sharedby the
preceptor, it w as their m ost motivating force, As one preceptor expressed. "But fnr the
students themselves to thank-you and say they'v e had a wonderful esperience.. the n
. that 's themost rewarding thing yOIlcan get from il. ·
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Othersourcesof rewardor acknowledgment provided to preceptors includeda pin
to wear on the uniform des ignating their status as a preceptor : an invitation to a tea or
luncheon planned by a school of nursing to fonnally acknowledge preceptors; and a
certificateor letter from the school of nursing thanking themfor their contributionto Ihe
preceptor program. Some of the preceptors also noted that their leiter of appreciation
was placedon their human resources' file. One preceptor remarked that her performance
apprdisalspecificallynoted her role as a preceptor. Only two of the preceptors recalled
receivinga preceptor pin although several hadpreceprored for the sameschool of nursing
that issued these pins. The preceptors who did recall receiving this pin did not remember
it as being a valued reward.
Most of the preceptors received an invitation to a school of nursing reception.
Many were unable to attend because of their work schedule or because the location of
the reception was 100 far for them to travel. Several remarked, however, that they
appreciated this gesture from the school. One preceptor expressed this appreciation as,
"Out it's been very nice that they've invited us to these. .to show appreciation .. .ft's nice
(0 know. that they know, that we 're there for them."
Many of the preceptors received a certificate of appreciation from Ihe school and
some received a thank-you Jetter. The preceptors' degree of satisfact ion with these forms
of appreciation varied, Some preceptors expressed their gratitude as, "But the written
word means a lot 10 me too. " and, "Ir's nice 10be recognized.. .for the time and effort
that you put into it. But you know just a little leiter of appreciation is fine." One
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preceptor received special thank-you tellers from the school ane r she prcccptored II
student with performance problems. This preceptor was pleased (hOI' the school
recognized the extra effort she took in working with the student.
T he Benefits of PreceptQring
Many precepto rs valued the intrinsic benefits gained from their experiences in
preceptoring. The preceptors spoke highly of how the preceprorshlp experience ;nul
working with students who were motivated to learn was II very satisfying experience.
The opportunity to view nursing through the eyes of those about to enter the profession
was II positive experience for many. Two preceptors expressed this ns follows:
They've got some very fresh innocence son of thing that ' s really nice. ..thcy're
just starting out [ guess and they're so full of dreams and ambitions and that , ,llIrJ
it's just, it gives you a different perspective on things.
It's like a rejuvenation of everything that you...hoped 10 do when you were 1I
student and that sort of thing and... it's a positive experience from the point of
teaching and learning, and somebody who wants to learn and it'll a positive
experience for nursing.
Several preceptors expressed serisfacuon from seeing the student' s knowledge and
skill develop under their guidance. As one preceptor n-ted , "It gives you...personal
satisfaction. ..that I could help someone and. ..you see such an improvement in them .. .it's
a good feeling." Another preceptor further explained this sense of satisfaction by linking
it to her work motivation and job satisfaction. This preceptor explained. "You' re helping
her get through.. .It 's almost like you know you' ve donc thc best with your
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pat ients . .when you go home at theend of the day. ..you gel job sa tisfaction. " Ancrber
preceptor valued the respect show n by students when shestated, "I t makes me motivated
10 want 10 work, knowing tha i I have someone mere who's going to listen to me and
lea rn from me.·
Some preceptors explainedthai preceptoring allowedthem(0 share their expertise
wilh someo ne else. They exp ressed their satisfac tion in statements such as , "Being able
to offer her what J co uld, " and, "I like to think that I' m good at what I do and it' s j ust
nice 10 be able (0 ".1 don' t know if show-off is the word for it."
For many preceptors , seeing the student develop and knowing the stude nt had
achieved was a motivating force in their wanting 10 continue precep rormg. One
preceptor staled. "You know, if my supervisor were 10ask me come Monday morning
woo ld I take anorber student ) would , wilhout hesitation at all." Even afte r p receprcnng
students who had perfonnance problems, prece ptors stated they would do it again . All
of the precept ors who experie nced d ifficulty in a preceptor-stude nt relationship had etsc
worked with a student who perf orme d well. One preceptor staled, "w ett when they do
well, it makes you feel good and they feel grea t and the satisfaction is there . "
Prec eptors identified the know ledge gained from students and the stimulus to
re flect on Ihelr own practice as other benefits of preceptor ing . Several staled thai
prcceprortng motivated them to keep up to dale in their know ledge and skill , One
preceptor noted , · 1 do a nice bit of reading about obstetrics and any
uptJalcs. , .t here ' s nothing worse than Irying to teach someone if you don 't know it "
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Preceptors also appreciated (be knowledge gained from siudenrs; (hili: was expn.-s.w in
statements such as, "It exposes you 10 new and current things.· and. "Some of the
students will come OUI with a wealth of experience as 10 resources in the community.
even that I 'm not aware of scmenmes . "
Precemor Input for Program Improvement
Document analysis previously revealed that two schools of nursing include
preceptors in their program evaluation process. Another school of nursing document
identified that preceptors are given the opportunity (0 make suggestions for program
improvement.
Three of the preceptors described situations where they had been g iven the
opportu nity 10 provide input for program improvement. 1lle.'\C precep tors had either
discussed needed changes with a school of nursing ~presc:nlatiYe or they had M.."Cn
changes made following their suggestions . Thesepreceptors had developed .. guod
relationship wi th the school of nursing faculty liaison and were comfortable in suggesting
areas for improvement . Some noted that changes had been made following their
suggestions. Two preceptors expressed satisfaction with being able to suggest areas for
improvement when they Slated, "They asked me for a lot of input and I th ink they
respected my opinions, - and, KIt makes me feel good. Somebody is listening In rae. K
Having the opportunity to provide inpu( for program Improvement allowed
preceptors to feel integral to the process of program delivery. What is evident about the
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precept ors ' suggest ions for improvement was their desire to sec the best possible learning
experien ces (or the student.
Section 11[: Research Question 3
Support Meehanlsms Needing Improvement
The answers to research question three are described in this section. Three broad
headingsareused toorganize thesupport mechanisms identified by preceptors as needing
improvement. These headings are: Being prepared for the Preceptor Role. Being
Supported in the Preceptor Role, and Being Acknowledged in the Preceptor Role.
Heing Prepared for the Prfieptof Role
As the preceptors talked about their needs for additional preparation, it was
evident that needs var ied. Most of the variation was related 10 the different resources
used to prepare preceptors. Data analysis revealed categories of common que stions and
concern s as they related to needs for prepar ation; these categories included needing an
orientation, evaluating the student, legal issues related to preceptcring, and knowledge
of the student. In some cases, the needs for preparation were common among preceptors
across all sites. However , some co ncerns and questions were specific to those precepto rs
who were given no prepa ration 10 ass ist them in the role . These differenc es are
dfscussed as the data is pre sented.
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Needjng an Qrienlation
Eight of the preceptors had never received an orientation to preceptoring. Five
received an orientationat some point since beginningto preceptor. but had not received
one prior to their first preccptorship experience. The majority of the preceptors
expressed the need for an orientation and many identified preparation needs which could
be met during such a session. One preceptor , explained her feelings about the lack of
preparation:
Your orientation as a preceptor, well that's non-existent. I didn't have an
or ientation as a preceptor. There isn't any, so yes. tors of needs on my part as
to what 1 should bedoing and what I shouldn't be doing with this person.
Another preceptor, in expressing the lack of preparation providedher. stated, "It was just
one of those things that was expected of you as a public health nurse."
Of the preceptors who had never received an orientation, the majority expressed
the need for one. Initial contact from a school of nursing faculty member or a formal
session to prepare them for the experience were suggestions made. As one preceptor
stated:
I think in the beginning, when you have somebody who has offered to
preceptor. ..a one on one contact with somebody from the school of nursing who
kind of can answer some of those questions.
In discussing the need for an orientation session, or initial contact as orientation,
many preceptors explained that it would help them know and understand their
responsibilities for the student. One preceptor expressed her uncertainty as to ihe
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school's expectat ions for the learning expe riences she should provide the student.
Subsequently , she explained why she felt the following information was importa nt:
So if we had some guidelines to what was expected of you in your role... then
you'd feel more confident in what you're doing, you know you'd feel more
comfortab le in assessing what they d id as well.
Many of the preceptors who felt an orienta tion would help in their initial
adjustment expressed the need for background knowledge in teaching as it relates 10
gu iding students. These preceptors recognized they had skills in patient teaching.
However, they expresse d the need for information and assistance on teaching and
coac hing students who are becoming socialized into the profession and its associated
work demands .
One preceptor felt confident in her ability to assist faculty with the more junior
nursing students who visit her unit. However , she noted that other skills are required
when preceptors work one-on-one with senior students especially those who require extra
guidance . These are the skills she felt should be included in a precepto r orien tation
session. Several participants noted the importance of preparing preceptors in the skills
of providing constructive criticism to students . One preceptor noted that both she and
her colleagues . who also precept , have often discussed the need for preparation in
providing feedback to students. A preceptor explained her concerns about giving
feedback to students when she stated :
But when you've got to give someone negative feedback and you 're not really
used 10giving someone negative feedback...I have difficulty going about, how do
I come out to the student and say, I think you should take more initiative. . .I
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found that hard because I don't have. like again. 1don' , have the teaching aspect
or it.
Some of the preceptors fK)(ed that lack of lime in their busy schedules preven ted
them from finding the lime to read detailed infonnation from the school. 111e provision
of an orientation session. to complement wnue n documents. and the need 10 stress
essential infonnation would make it easier for preceptors to understand and retain the
infonna tion. As one preceptor explained:
I think if people were more aware of what their roles and respon.\ihilitM..'S
were..•you knowhow manypiecesof paper weget acrossour desks. And mayhc
the nighl before you get lhe student you go through this ...an orientation would
be really good.
Other aspectsof an orientation session preceptorsdesired was the opportunity 10,
"allow the preceptors to ask questions and to increase their comfort level." Some
preceptors expressedthat an orientation could also provide them with the opportunity to
dialogue and learn from each others' experiences. Another preceptor expressed that
students, faculty, and preceptors should come together during an orienlation session a..
a means to clarify roles and expectations.
Of the preceptors interviewed, one hadnever received any information (0 prepare
her for the preceptor experience. The only document she received was the evaluation
fonn given to her by the smcenr. Another preceptor. allhough not provided with her
own documentsin relation to preceptoring, was aware that information had been provided
to her agency. When this preceptor tried to access these resources in her most recent
preceptcrshlp experience, she was unable to locate them. Other preceptors who had
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preceptored several times for the same school were provided with a preceptor manual
during their earlier experiences. but had not received any infonnation during the most
recent. Another preceptor expressed the need for annual updates as a means to keep
preceptors informed of policychanges.
Eyaluating the Student
The majorityof preceptorsmade reference to theneed for moreassistance from
schools of nursing in the area of student evaluation. This need was generic and not
restricted to preceptors in any particular setting, the scboot preceptored for. or the level
of student performance. Some preceptors were never given any preparation in
evaluating; they were given the form by the student or it was forwarded10 them by the
schoo! prior to the students commencement of the experience. One preceptor who never
received evaluation guidelines stated, "No there were none, and that was another
drawback to preceptcdng." Some preceptors remembered receiving information on
evaluating students during their orientation session. However, these preceptors still
expressed some concerns related to the actual process of doing lhe evaluation. As one
preceptor explained:
We didn't really get anything..J knew almost from the beginning what her
evaluation consisted of, But as far as actually how to do it, we weren't really
told. But I suppose that was kind of left up to us.. .and not having done very
many evaluations, and not having been in a management kind of position where
you' re doing evaluations, it wasn't something I was really comfortable with.
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Some preceptors commented that the evaluation was lengthy. A few had 10
complete their evaluations at home in order 10 give attention to the process that was
needed. Several preceptors expressed concern that in evaluating students, they clearl y
articulated their assessment of the student's perfonnance so both the student end the
school of nursing were able 10 understand how the srudenr had performed. Some
preceptors, however , had difficulty understanding Ihe purpose behind some of the
evaluation components identified on the form. These concerns were expressed by II
number of preceptors through statements such as. "I don't understand half of them
questions.. J don't understand what they wantme to answer," and, "There were certain
things in there that you weren' t quite sure of how they wanted you to respond to it. ~
One preceptor expressed concern that the evaluation identified, for the student, the
Important elements of the preceptor' s assessment. This preceptor stated, "I find
sometimes.. .even my student.. .sometimes they don't understand it very well e ither ."
Many of the preceptors expressed concern that, in writing comments related 10
the student's performance, they were able to clearly communicate their assessment. Onc
preceptor, in discussing her adjustment 10 evaluating students, Slated:
1 wanted to be sure that what 1 was saying was what they were looking for in
terms of evaluating her.. .That wasn't 100% c1ear finally after having spoken 10
one or two of the other nurses who had done it in the past, I had a better idea of
what exactly I wanted to say.
While many of the preceptors understood that student evaluation requires a period
of adjustment , they still reflected on the need for further assistance from the schools.
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What most preceptors requested, in order to assist them provide the student and the
school with the most ef fective evaluation of the student's perform ance, were wri tten
guidelines 10 complement the evaluation form. Some of the preceptors also comme nted
that their colleagues have expressed a desire for such guidelines. What preceptors
desired from these written guidel ines were explanations of the meaning behind each
evaluation component and examplesthat further described the components. As one
preceptor exp lained:
Then with evaluation.if theywantus 10 writesomething or to answerquestions
just to give us an idea about what they arc looking fot, and I don't think that
needs to be that formal, other than it's written out.
l&.gal,hsucs related to Preceptor ing
A small number of the preceptors expressed conce rn over the ir responsibili ties for
superv ising the student and the legal implications of passing a stude nt in various nursing
skills. These preceptors questioned who was responsib le if the stude nt made an error at
a point and time afte r a preceptor had assessed his/her readiness to perform the skill
independe ntly. As one precepto r explained :
I' m not quite sure if I like the fact that I 'm going to say you're okay to take
orders off all lhe time, because if she makes a mistake two weeks down the road
after I' ve passed her on doing orde rs , who's fau lt is it that she made the mistake.
I'm not saying anyone is right or wrong, but for me that is a grey area and I still
dan', know the answer.
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Some of these preceptors were concerned because they were not given direction
as 10 whether they should record when a student was passed on a particular nursing skill.
As one preceptor explained :
I mean they come 10 us and they'll make a list of what they need done or they
need to do, and of courseI'll go through that list and I'll get as many experiences
for them as possible. But, if I say it's okay thai you can go ahead and do
something...where is Ihe legal aspect in me signing for something.
These preceptors were not clear on lite student's accountability in the preceptor-
student relationship. Feelings of vagueness in relation to their accountability for the
student caused some stress for these preceptors. This especially occurred when the
preceptor had wo rked with a student who was not per forming at the level expected. As
one preceptor explained:
That was a situation I had in which the student was involved in medications and
I wondered ultimately if something had happened to thai patient who would have
been responsible.. J mean I don' t know. They say the student would have been
but I doubt it, I have my doubts. I think you know I'm the R.N . there , I 'm
supposed to be oversee ing, so I' m not clear and I don' t think anybody is.
Knowledge of the Student
As discussed In Sec tion II. many preceptors expressed the need for students to
identify learning objec tives for their preceptorship experience. One preceptor commented
that in her recent experiences, students were not as conscious of the need to identify their
objectives and to discuss them with the preceptor. Another preceptor stated that she had
never recei ved learning objectives from any of the students. This preceptor's perception
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was that students really do not come to the experience with their learning objectives
defined. Another preceptor expressed her perception of the value of these objectives
when she compared her experiences with students who had identified their learning
objectives with those who had not. The following quote identifies the importance of
these objectives 10this preceptor:
You could go to their objectives and say, now we' ll cover this and we' ll cover
this and have this done, But when you don't have anything to follow. you're not
sure if you're covering everything that's expected of you.
As indicated in Section II, all school of nursing documents outlined the student's
responsibility for identifying learning needs through the development of learning
objectives. However, not all students fulfilled this responsibility for their learning needs
and subsequent ly their responsibility in the srcdent-preceptor relationship. From the
interview data, it appears that this occurred with students from many of the schools of
nursing.
Besides valuing student learning objectives, preceptors appreciated knowing the
student's level of skill development. Some preceptors obtained this information through
a clinical skills list brought to the clinical setting by the studen t. Some preceptors
indicated that students did not always make these skills lists available. Precepto rs
explained that when they were unaware of the student's level of skill development, it
affected their ability to plan for the most effective learning experiences . As one
preceptor expla ined:
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If I know what she knows, I can leach her the things she doesn't know because
theseother things have already been covered. And there may he other areas that
needa lot of work and if [ was going over ground that has already been covered.
I may not be able to give the time to the thing that she rcally needs to lear n here.
not the same amount of time .
One preceptor expressed the desire for a skills list that included information
specific to the setting where the student was being preceptorcd . Because time is cnticul
in trying 10 plan and balanceclient care and student needs. this preceptorexplaineU that
such a condensed list would facilitate a more effective experie nce . This preceptor
explained. "J know these students have skill books. but they can almost be like a small
novel and a lot of times I don't havethe timeto completely go throughthe whole thing."
Some of the preceptors expressed rhe desire to meet lhe student before they
commenced working together. These preceptors viewed such a meeting as a l11CllOS to
get to know the student and his/her level of skilldevelopment. This would facilitate the
planning of learning opportunities during the beginning stages of the preceptor-student
relationship.
Finally, some preceptors expressed the needfor more infonnationon the student's
clinical background of experiences and, in some cases, their strengths arnl needs for
developmem. As one preceptor explained:
I find they only know the bad ones. So if you' ve got like a run-of-the-mill
student, you really don't hear anything about them, or what their needs are or
things like that. And all thdr needs, yes. If they' re a shy person even, you
know, all those types of thinJs, 1 find that good to know that up front.
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A preceptor. who was not provided any information on a student who required exira
guidance in theclinical setting, further explained the need for such informnticnwhen :;he
stated:
Looking back on the preccptorship, to me that was the thing thai was lacking
most. If I had had some idea of what he had done befo rehand and the level he
was at Of let's say his weaknesses or strengths, or whatever, then 1 could hnvc
helped him more to work on these areas that he needed . That' ll the way I fell,
and at the end of it, I still felt thai way.
Preceptors werecareful 10 include that such information would provide them with
"some kind of baseline. " as it re lates to "where have they come from," and, "what can
I expectfrom this person." The preceptors who requested this type of infonnation
expressed its importance in helping them decide where10 focus the guidanceoffered the
student.
Bejng Supported in the Precentor Role
Preceptor satisfaction with the support provided was dependent on factors such
as the preceptor's workplace and its location to the school of nursing. the school
prcceprored for and its expectations. and the relationship established with the individual
student. When preceptors were dissatisfied with the support received. it was related to
lack of effective communication with a school of nursing or between a school of nursing
and the agency. and a general lack of understanding from others of the time required to
guide students.
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In presenting the type of support perceived by preceptors as requiring further
development , the categories identified in Section II are used. These include suppon
derived from the agency adm inistration. co-workers. the student. and the school of
nursing.
Workplace Admin istratiye Suppon
Although somepreceptors (elt supported by their workplace administration, others
expressed the need for more understanding, These preceptors expressed concern thai
their immediate supervisor was not always sensitive 10 the amount of time needed 10
guide a sruceet. Some of these preceptors explained. that at times, their srudem was
...onsidered in the siaffing COOn! when things became busy on the unit and extra staff were
needed. One preceptor expressedher concern, -It' s just thai when 1 got a student with
me, I want thesupervisor to know, and she is not counted as staff . That is a big thing ."
Another preceptor questioned if the lack of administrat ive understanding was reflected
in how her co-workers viewed her role. This was reflected in the following statement:
I still find in reality that there are comments made, oh the student is on, it 's a
body anyway.•J mean it' s great to help them, but there are times that it takes you
longer to do things because you' re teaching and I don' t really think that
administration or the supervisors of the floor sometimes understand that .
The need for administration to understand the time involved in teaching a student,
especially in the beginning phases of the preceptorship relationship, was a concern among
some nurses. One preceptor stated:
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Even if it was just for the first three or four shifts. Like I wish they 'd look al it
and sa)'. well ~X" has a new student, we won'! put her in charge tcn lgju. We' ll
let her teach her stude nt.
This same preceptor remarked that immediate supervisorsshould receive an orientation
to preceptoring in order to help them understand the preceptor's lcaching responslbttiues
and the time involved in carrying OUI the role. This preceptor displayedher concernand
commitment to helping the student when she stated:
Like. getting a new student and then coming on and you're in charge. I mean
you can't do much with a student and you're in charge and you've gal to put
them off with somebody else.
Another preceptor was not satisfied with statements made by her supervisor that
reflected how much she underestimated theamount of time preceptors need to spend with
students. This preceptor explained that it goes beyondjust being there for the student
should he or she need you, which is generally how the supervisor sees the role. This
preceptor felt responsible for what the student leams in the experienceand explained that
if a student does not meet the objectives, then it reflects back on her.
Some preceptors expressed the need to decide themselves whether or ncr they
prcceptored a student when a school makes requests. Some preceptors noted, that at
times, it felt like they were always having students. Many of the preceptors who
expressed these concerns worked in community health. These preceptors explained that
they enjoyed working with students and understood the restrictions faced by schools of
nursing when arranging placements. However, each of them had experienced situations
where they were told a school of nursing was looking for preceptors and Ihatth ey would
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he assigned a student. One preceptor expressed her dissatisfaction with this method of
recruiting preceptors when she slated:
Yes we gol a lillie bit of a break because we did say. we were really tired you
know. But again this year now, wedidn't have a choice. I don', think anybody
likes it when their choice is taken from them.
Another preceptor expressed her concern about not having a choice in deciding
whether to preceptor or not . Thi s preceptor explained how she felt this approach was
actually detrimental to fester ing the value of preceptorship. In explaining this she stated:
It's a different feeling when you' re forced to do something... preceptorshlp is a
relatively new role. ..i f it was encouraged and. and fostered ... nurses would
become more aware.
A preceptor in an agency geographically distanced from the schools of nursing
expressed the need for her administration to take more responsibility in the preceptcrstnp
program. This preceptor had never been contacted by II. school of nursing represe ntative
and in her recent preceptorship experience was unable to locate any of the school of
nursing documents she knew were available the first time she preceptored . This
preceptor never received an orientation to preceptoring and even when a teleconference
from the school of nursing was offered, she was not relieved from her nursing care
responsibilities to attend. This preceptor expressed the need for her administration to
lake more responsibility when she stated:
If the hospital is going to take on these students from the schools of nursing, then
I think they should be willing to take some of the responsibility in prepar ing their
nurses.
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This preceptor perceived that more administrative interest and involvement would
facilitate an environment where school o~ nursing contact would be fostered Wilh
subsequent support and advkc to the preceptors.
Co- worker Suppo rt
Five preceptors expressed feelings related to tack of support from their co-
workers. Some of these preceptors also notedthat had they received more administrative
understanding 10 support them in their role. it may have fostered support from their CIl-
workers. Generally, the feelings expressed by these preceptors resulted from a
perception that their co-workers did not understand the lime demands involved in
preceptoneg, nor the preceptor' s commitment 10 fostering the student's development
One preceptor in explaining why preceptonng can lake up so much lime stated:
J don't know if they'll ever understand that. You don't have two people doing
one person's work, you've got two people, one person learning and une person
teaching. And that takes a bit of time our of your day.
This same preceptor further explained her co-worker! lack of understanding:
I find it very frustrating when that's said...you can take that patient because you
have so and so with you... and I'm the type of person that I 'll probahly just go
ahead and take the patient...I won't say no, and 1 got mad at myself... and then
I look at my poor student who is probably frustrated because she or he is trying
to do it all... and l don' t expect them to tlo it all.
Another preceptor expressed a desire for ouc rs 10 understand the workload
demands of preceptcrlng:
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I want understanding from them tha t I' m noI going 10 be running arouoo and
pullingmy workload as fast becauseeverything now is twice as long. Like doing
nursing histories. whereas I would just go in the room, I' ve got to go through
cvc l}1hing with her whe n she goes in and comes out. So that's, l think thai 's
where my main problem with this program is. getting the respect from my co-
workers.
Most of the preceptors who Celt lack of support from their co-workers explained
that, as a rule. this was prevalent mainly among those nurses who did not precept. One
preceptor, in trying to renee!on why these nurses lacked understanding, talked about her
experiences with these nurses when they did help out. She explained that when help was
provided by these nurses, it often occurred' when the student was nearing the end of the
learning experience. The help came at these limes because the preceptor went in charge
in the latter part of a shift. and someone bad to work with thestudent as a result. The
preceptor explainedthat in these situations. lhe student was nearing the completion of the
learning experience and was much more proficient than when he or she began the
rotation. As a result. the co-workers were still not gelling a true picture of the amount
of leaching and time involved with prcccptoring. This preceptor explained. that in
helping these nurses to understand the time and commitment behind preceptcring,
preceptors themselves are the one.\ who can best explain the need for support from their
co-workers. Another preceptor, in expressing her concern about lack of co-worker
support, explained Ihat the only way attitudes could possibly be changed in those who do
not precept is 10 Inservlce everyone.
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Qlher preceptors explained that some co-workers considered the student 015 an
extra ; they often offered expenerees 10 the student from lheir own wOrklo.1d using. lhe
learnin g experience for the student as their rationale. These preceptors found such
circumstancesresulted in the slUden! being overloadedwith work demands, which altered
the effectiveness of the learning environment. One preceptor explained:
They think, oh well a smdcnt is here , the studenl will do that. Irs experience for
the student you know so, which.. .It puts pressure on the student too. Cause the
student then feels like they can't say no to the nurse if the nurse asks them, do
you want to do this. when really you know they can do that another day. Or
right now we have this. this and this to do you know, so in all ways it doesn't
make for a good situation.
Another situation somepreceptors founddifficultwas the negative attitude toward
preceptoring that was sometimes expressed by those who had not preceptnred. A
preceptor who hadexperienceddifficulty in a preceptor·wldent relationship walldiscurhcd
by the negativism expressed hy her co-workers wben she sought advice ahout the
student' s performarce. This preceptor expressed her feelings in relation to this:
Maybe I jUSI spoke to the wrong people but...i fl was having some problems.. .I'd
talk to somebodyabout it and what do you thinlc I should do or whatdo you think
of this. And I don't know, they were just too negativeor something and it just
wasn't the right advice... I'm trying to improve the student and I just got advice
that just wasn't very objective or helpful at all.
Some preceptors explained that their co-workers' negative attitudes were
sometimes reflected in verbal remarks made about why a person was preccptoring.
These negativeattitudes are reflected in the following remarks whichtwo preceptors cited
as typical of those from their co-workers, ' You don't get paid to do that," and, · What
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do you want to take on thai (or.. .you' ve already gal enough work as it is." One of the
preceptors noted thai because of her co-workers general lack of understanding toward
) n:ceptoring. sheno longer sought advice from anyone in her immediate work setting.
Another preceptor explained that. at limes. some of her co-workers commemed
negativel y on her willingness 10 perform in (he role by making remarks that indicated
they fell she was feeling superior because she was preceptoring. This preceptor
explained that even though some of these nurses held this attitude about someone who
is prcceptcring, it is not a true reflection of why she herself volunteered to assume the
role. She explained that her desire to share her knowledge base with another was her
reason for preceptoring and if others did not choose to do the same, then she wishedthey
would not share their opinions with her.
SuPPOrt as it Relales 10 'heStudenl
Many of the preceptors wanted students to become more involved in providing
feedback to ue preceptor. Wanting feedback from students was reflective of the
preceptors ' feelings of responsibility for slUdent learning and their need 10 provide ibe
best possible experience for each student. Many of the preceptors who expressed this
need had never received any wr itten feedback from students in relation to how they
valued their learning experience . Some preceptors received only occas ional, informal
comments from the student.
...
For the preceptors who talked about the needfor feedback, their main objec tive
was to receive clarification of their teaching approach and the learning opportunities
prov ided to the stude nt. These preceptors explained thai such feedback would allow
them to evaluate how and where they could improve in the p resent experience allll in
future interaction.s with students. Two preceptors expressed their reasons for wanting
feedback through statements such as, "If I don', know how I'm doing. I' ll keep dning
the same things all the lime," and. "I'd rather see.. .where I cou ld have expanded in the
learning experie nce... how could I have made it a liuh: bit better. "
One preceptor remarked how students never wrote comments on the formati ve
evaluation form. This preceptor also noted that students very se ldom respo nded verhally
about their learningexperiences when these formativeevaluationswerediscussed. Orbcr
preceptors who expressed a need for more feedback also described the same situation
with students they had preceprored. Some of the preceptors undmtood how students
may feel uncomfortable in discussing learning opportunities which theyfcel thc preceptor
is not providing. However, one preceptor , in de~ribing the importance of creating an
environment where such discussion could occur, commented as follows:
I'd like for them to feel comfortable enough to come 10 me 10say. . .eithe r maybe
you 're expecting too much from me or maybe you 're not expecting enough from
me. Cause some snrdents kind of feci threatened if you do everything
and... sometimes I don' t know when to let go, and let them go, and that' s
something I'm learning too.
Another preceptor explained that students should be made aware of the value of
feedback to the preceptor-student relationsh ip. This same preceptor com mented that
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some students may feel it is not their responsibility 10 provide feedback. but as she
explained, "Really they'r e the only ones that know."
Many preceptors fell the best approach for ga;ningfeedbackwould be for the
school 10 make the process Cor obtaining it more formalized. Some of the preceptors
suggested the student be required 10 give them written feedback; others furthe r explained
that the student and prece ptor should discuss the learn ing experiences gained. how they
met the student' s needs, o r how they could be improved. The preceptors. in discussing
this strategy for feedback , focused on its value for precepto r learning and dev elopme nt.
Throug h this more fonna lized method for providing feedback, the students would be
given more responsibility to provide feedback 10 the preceptor. In tum the school.
through its inclusion in the preceptorshtp program expectations, would beacknowledging
and stressing its importance.
School of Nuuing SuPPOrt
Whcn preceptors were dissatisfied with the support received from schools of
nursing, it was related to lack of communication between the school and the preceptor .
These concerns were expressed 1.;)'nurses working in community health and by some of
the nurses working in agencies geographically distanced from the schools of nursing.
This lack of communication was not isolated to one school or to one pract ice setting.
The type of communication desired by the preceptors was the establishment of a
more clearly defined mechanism of contact. Preceptors explained that contact with, or
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knowing who and when to contact someone from the school would assist them as they
worked with their assigned student.
Two nurses, in agencies geographically distanced from schools of nursing, were
critical when discussing the lack of written or verbal contact from a school of nursing
representative . These nurses had both experienced difficulty in a preceprcr -srudenr
relationship and expressed the need for access to someone from the school. One of these
nurses had preceptored several limes for the same school. In describing her lack of
uncertain ty I'.S to the school's communication network. she staled:
If you don't have contact with the School of Nursing, you don', know what is
their policy. Do I go through my superv isor. who goes through her superv isor.
who goes through the school of nurstngj ...So do I go through that chain or, you
know, do I just wait it out... you know it' s just really hard to do.
In furthe r describing this uncertainty, she stated, ~ I wouldn 't even know who•.. I' d phone
the School of Nursing , but who I' d talk to 1 wouldn't have a clue. · Another preceptor,
who also shared the same concerns, explained her perception of the lack of
communication and how it could be improved . She stated:
If there was more contact with the agency, between the nurse and the nursing
school. I think that right from the beginning, I think the reason I never co ntacted
them, is that I didn't really know that I could contact them. The relation ship
hadn't been established before I actually had gotten the student, so then you were
kind of, you know, you didn' t feel com fortable.
Thi s preceptor also explained that initial co ntact from the school of nursing could
improve the communication network for preceptors. She stated:
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If youjust gOl: a call at the beginning idenlifying a person lhal you could call if
you ran lnto any problems at any time during the experience..•then I thi nk that
you would get more of thepreceptors calling in.
Two preceptors incommunityheallh had neverexperienced anywritten or verbal
contact with a school of nursing representative. Both expressed the need for such
contact; one slated, ~ I think if there were more personal contact from tty person who is
coord inating this or the instructor themselves . Just give you a call every now and
again ,"
Another preceptor talked about a specific situation where she felt access to a
school of nursing representative could have assisted her in working with the student.
This preceptor was concerned that she had used the right approach when guiding a
student through a new and complex experience. She expressedthe need for accessibility
10 someone from the school of nursing:
Well if I had a number. even a number thlltyou could call and you know ask,
now is this right, am I doing the right thing or do you think I should just leave
it aOO nor push lr...just some little words of encouragement... if they said well
finc just do as you feel is best. Even little words like that, you wouldn't feel
so alone.
This preceptor also explained that telephone contact, just prior to the student starting the
experience. would help to prepare the preceptor for the student's arrival. She explained
how Ihis contact could serve as a reminder of the student' s start date and provide her
with the opportunity 10 have initial contact and discussion with a school of nursing
representative.
9.
Several preceptors questioned whethera breakdown in communicationsometimes
occu rred between the school of nursing and their agency. Some quc$lioned whether
important information 10 assist preceptors was made available to the agency hUI not
subsequently forwarded to them. One preceptor talked about the diff erent levels of
contact that are made when preceptcrship experiences are arranged:
Four different levels. You don', know what gels lost in between and this is what
I' m wondering iftbere is some infonn ation that (' m nol gcuing . nocra~o;ed down
throug h to me.
Another preceptor noted tha i in one situation. she wasinformed by the schoolof nur.;ing
that she would be preceproring a student. before she was notifiedby her own agency.
Two preceptors experienced a situation where they had worked with a student but
were not asked to evaluate the student's per fonn ance until after the student had
completed the experience . Neither of these preceptors had been given any direction. by
the student or theschool . that this was one of the preceptor's responsibilities. During
these precep tcrshlp experie nces, these preceptors questioned whdbe r they were expected
to evaluate the student . However, because an evaluation fonn had not been given 10
them by the school or lhe sudem, they assumed it was flO{ their r:s ponsibiliIY.
Of the precep tors who were dissatisfied with the level of contact anti
communicat ion from a school of nursing, some were espec ially concerned because tht y
bad exper ienced d ifficulty in a particular preceptor-student relationship. Seven of the
nurses intervie wed had experienced some d iffic.ulty in a preceptor-student relationship .
Two of these nurses had received no contact from the school of nursing 10 assilit them
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as they warted 10 improve theperf onnancc of their stude nt. These nurses talked about
Itlti r feelin gs of stress, frustration, and self-doubt during these particular preceptor-
student relationships. The lack of contact with the school of nursing, 10 help clarify their
concerns about stude nt performance and 10 validate the approach they had taken in
working with the student, was identified as a problem for these preceptors. Even the five
preceptors who were satisfied with the support they received from the school of nursing
expressed thesame types of feelings when they talked about working with such students.
The following quotes in relation to working with students who are not performing as
expected are ref lective of the feelings expressed by these preceptors:
MaybeI wasn' t giving her properdirectionand things like that. You know. you
sian questioning yourself and that's stressful.
I didn't see a change in his performance from the first when he got there until the
end . It still stayed pretty much the same. I don 't know if that was my part or
his.. .lt was very frustrating. Bythe time it was finished, I was glad it was over.
Tbeneedfor c larificaricn of their assessment of (he student' s perf onna nce and the
approach taken to ass ist thestudent were concerns brought out by most of the preceptors
who had worked wi th a student who was not achieving at the expected level of
performance . Tbose preceptors who were able to discuss their concerns with a rac~ lty
member expressed appreciatio n tha t this suppo rt had been pro vided . Howeve r, the two
preceptors whohad received no co ntact from the schoo l o f nursing were critica l of this
lack of communication, These preceptors expressed that co ntact and communication, had
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it been provided by the school of nursing , would have assisted them in guiding the
student and in dealing with their own feelings of uncertainty .
Besides the need for contact and effective communication strategies , preceptors
fro m across the three prac tice settings used in the study expre ssed the need for a
mechanism of follow-up tha t would pro vide feedback o n the precep tor's work with the
student and the student's fina l progress . Most of the preceptors who expressed a desi re
for feedback on a student' s final prog ress were those who had worked with a student
requiri ng extra guidance. T he precepto rs' need to know if and how the student finally
achieved was related to the need for clarificati on of their teaching approach and if it had
helped the student meet the program objectives. As one precepto r explained, "I never
knew if she had really greatly improved for thc next floor or if she gOI more
orga nized... I never found out."
A few of the precepto rs expre ssed the need for performance feedback from the
school in relation to how they had worked with Ihe student. A preceptor who was
satisfied with the availability or a fac ulty liaison to assist her expressed her desire for
more feedback when she stared, "I' ve never really gottcn feedback from the instructor
sayi ng. ..you're doing good or you 're not doing good. ' Th is same preceptor also
identified the need for studen t feedback to validate her teaching approac h. Another
preceptor, who had never received co ntact from a schoo l of nurs ing represen tative, al so
expressed the need for feedback when she Slated, "I still didn' t know if I had worked to
help him to overco me his weaknesses in certain areas. No one had ever told you."
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Iki!!Jt&lmmm.4ged In the Prm:ptor Role
When preceptors expressedthe needfor more acknowledgement, it wasprimarily
related 10 their desire for further input into the planning and timing of the clinical
experience. Some of the preceptors expressed the need 10 have their student evaluation
input more highly valued and recognized. Also important was the need for informal and
formal recognition of their dram by their agency administration. These needs are
exploredunder thecategories of preceptor input and preceptor rewards.
When preceptors expressed the need for input into the planning of the
prcceplorship experience. it was often related to the timing of the rotation and the
frequency with which they were expected to participate. Some expressed concern
because they were expected to work with a student each time a request was received
from a school of nursing. These preceptors explained that it seemed as if they were
always getting students, especially at times of theyear when !hey were in themidst of
their peak:busy period. For some, being expected to act as a preceptor whenever a
school of nursing requested volunteers was something they wished they had some control
As one preceptor explained:
I think it was last year or the year before our supervisor did say.. .guess what,
we're not giving you any students this term. They made the decision from the
lap whether they're going to give us the students or whether they weren' t. It
would have been nice to say, well how do yeo feel , would you like a break
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or.. .you feel you want the studentsbut they say. \::UCSSwhat we have no sludenls
for you.
While this nurse expressed the importance of preceptors nOI being expected to assume
the role whenever requested. shest ill felt it was important that the preceptorshave some
input into when they could or could not accommodate students . This preceptor. when
dialoguing about the benefits of precepto ring, was positive about the perso nal and
professionalbenefits she gained from working with students. However. sheviewed the
need to have preceptor input acknowledged as a means to enh ance the participation of
preceptors. and SUbsequently improve the qualityof the learning cxperfences. As this
preceptor explained:
I think overall it' s a very rewarding experience for both . but I think you need
some good input from both . You need it from your schooland from your own
agency as well and we should have more input into it. I think that would make
it a lot less stressful and I think you couldbe moreproductive as a preceptor.
One preceptor expressed some dissatisfaction with the recognition given her
during the process of evaluating a student. This preceptor explained that although she
worked withthe student and comp letedthe finalevaluation. she was no t invited to attend
the meeting to discuss the experience and the evaluation with the student . The meeting
was held between her own superv isor and thestudent; although she req uested 10 attend
and expressed her reasons for wanting to do so. she was told it was not necessary. In
expressingher need to be present at this final session. thisprece ptorex plainedhowbeing
present would have permittedher to clarify theevaluation for the student had there been
any questions. This preceptor noted she had voiced her concern in relatio n to this
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proc ess. She still was nOIce rtain wh y and from where the dire ction to conduct the
evaluation meeting in such a way had come. This preceptor summed up her feelings in
rel ation to this process when she stated, "Cause it seems like that 's it , just ge t's chopped
off . Doyour evaluation, pass it in, thank you very much. " Not only did this preceptor
exp ress the need to ha ve input into com ponents of the p receptorshi p proce ss, she also
expressedthe needto beseen as a contributing participant whoshould be acknowledged
for her effort s.
Preceptor Rewards
Seve ral preceptors exp ressed the need for their agency adm inistration to provide
them with more recognition for their contributions as a preceptor . The recognition
desir ed by those who talked about its absence was the need for ve rbal recognit ion from
{heir immedi ate supervisor. and the need for their contributions to the preceptcrship
progr am 10 be noted on their performanc e evaluation, and subsequently pl aced in their
hum an resources file .
When preceptor s talked about needing more rec ognition from their immediate
superviso r. it was because th ey felt their supervisor was not fully aware of the
resp onsibilities invol ved with preceptor'ing. The se preceptorsalso noted the ir superv isor
wa s not always cog nizant of the amo unt of tim e and e ffort invol ved in preceptoring.
Many of the preceptors recognized that not everyone wanted or was suited to therole of
preceptor. However, because they sa w preceproring as part of th eir own profess ional
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responsibility , the needletbe recognized from w ithin the ir own nu rs ing practice se tt ing
was imponant Th e following quotes demonstra ted tbe c oncerns o f these nu rses:
Like the supe rvisor on the floor••. yoo know I want understanding from tbe i fl 100
and like I want them to know tha t I'm doing . good job at it . That I'm not ju~
in it for som ething to do. Like I amdoi ng some thing won hwhile he re.
i do n't know if the. if the administra tion umefSland s 100 much abou t prccepti ng.
I suppose th ey do... You don' t get any feedback from them, you know your
supe rvisor o r anything . . .I guess she knows your p recqn ing . Jdon' t really k now
if she doesor nolo
Many of the preceptor s who exp ressed th e need for more recognit io n from their
supervisor explained that just to beacknowledged forthei r lime and effort was what they
saw as important. Two preceptors ex pressed this as, -I don' t think the re's enough
recognition from th e top.. .I do n't think there's enough sa id to us , but you know you're
doi ng wo nderfu l. You did a great jo b or we 're: pl..a sed you took lhem.· and, -If she
came along andasked bowarc you ge tting on withyou r precepree."
Personal recognition from the ir own adm inistrat ion and from th e schoo ls of
nursing was a need among some of the preceptors. One nurse, in discuss ing the value
o f a thank-you lette r received from lhe school o f IIIJfsing , summed up !he im portance of
personal recognhtonwhenshe stated, "YesI would like lt io be more personal. II ju-.t
felt like a form lett er to me. " As well, because some p receptors e xpressed the de s ire 10
kn ow how their stu dent had achieved in meetin g the fina l objec tives of the program .
including th is on th e precept ors ' leiter o f recogn ition would have made it more personal.
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Some of the precept ors comm ented thai their perfonnance app~isal ha d not
ac knowledged thei r contribu tions to the preceplorship program. Others expressed !be
de sire fo r it 10 be noted in their huma n resourcesfile . Only a few of the prece ptors
expressed the need 10 be ackno wledged for thei r efforts through this formal method of
recognition. However, because these precepto rs viewedthis (ann ofrccognitlon as one
fact or tha t could in fluence thei r future employ ment op ponunities , it is im portant that it
be m e<! as a meansto acknowledge theircontributions.
A Model for Preceptor S u pport
Th e findings of this seudy support the need for consistent in teraction and
com munication among those participating in a preceprorship experience. The results
su pport the need for ongoing interaction amo ng the preceptor , nurse ed ucator a nd the
stud ent. Th is interaction shou ld focus on pro vidingsupport tha t prepares precep tors 10
assume the respons ibilities o f the role ; thaiallows preceptors the opportu nity to receive
feed back that clari fies their teaching approach ; Illd that acknow ledges the preceptors'
va luedcontnbutio ns to the p rogn m and the stu dents' development. Figu re I represents
a model fo r precep tor preparation and support lhat is based on the findings or this study.
Th e model identifies key words that re present the essential elem e nts of support
need ed by preceptors and fro m who this supp ort shou ld come. Key words illustrate the
im portant communication st ra tegies that must be In pl ace betwee n precep to r and student
as well a s betwee n precepto r ard nurse e ducators. The mod el also identifies the
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importanceof interaction among theseparticipants in a preceprorshtp experience. As
well. the model depicts theimpo rtanceof workplace support from co-workers andnurse
admini strators andthe need for nur seeducators (0 communicate 10 nu rse administrato rs
theresp onsibilities assumedby preceptors as they takeon the role of guiding a stude nt .
When nurse educators and nurs e adminis trators provide recognitio n lind support 10
precep tors, it . fosters general workplace support thus enhancing the conditions (v T a
rewar d ing precep torship experience,
ISTUDENTI_
t ~
e Actively Parricipnes
• Gives Feedback
~ Mode l forPreceptor Su pport
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Sum mary
Thischapterpresented the findings and desc ribed the themes th at emerg ed~ the
preceptors acco unted their experiences wit h preceptoring a nd their le vel of sa tisfactio n
with th e resources and support provided . The themes rel1ect h ow these nurses
understa ndprecep rorship andbow theysee lhemse lves as being able to fulfil their role .
These themes provided a (""nework for th e k1ent iflCaOOn of resourc es aoo sou rcesof
support thatare working and tha t need to be imp roved as they re lat e 10 the various
contexts where preceptors work.
Fromthe interview data,it is evident Ihal supportmec hanisms in place and needs
for suc h varied among th e precep tors inte rviewed . Table 1 summarize s the o c currenc e
of, and the preceptors' satisfactio n with certain e lements of preparation and support
provKled 10preceptorsby schools o((Ill'Sing . This tableoutlinessome of thes imilarities
arxt diffe reoces in thepreparation and support availabletop receptorsin eachof thethree
broadp ractice settings used inthis study. Thesimilaritiesand differences inth e findings
as well as lheir implications for p receptor support and role satisractio n an: d iscu ssed in
tbefinal chapte r orthis report.
Table I
Summary: Occurrence/PreceptorSatisfaction with Suooon Mechanisms
Preceptor's Workplace
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Support Mechanism Parent Distanced CommunityOrganization Agency Health
All preceptors received an orientation y " No No
All preceptors satisfied withorientation
when provided ve s Yes Yes
All preceptors received information about
student y " No No
All preceptors satisfied with information
about student No No No
All preceptors received evaluationguidelines Yes No No
All preceptorssatisfied withevaluation
guidelines No No No
All preceptors able 10 consult a facully
memberfor c larificationand feedback y" No No
All preceptors satisfied withclarification
and fullback providedby faculty member No No No
All preceptors acknowledged for their
contribution Yes Yes Yes
All preceptors satisfied withthe
acknowledgement provided No No No
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CHAPTERS
DISCUSSION, IMPLICATIONS AND LIMITATIONS
Summary of the Study
The precepto rship mode l, as a clinical teaching strategy for the preparation of
undergraduate nursing students, is an accepted method in many nursing educa tion
programs in the provinceof Newfoundland. As the nursing educationcommunity plans
for continua tion and expansion of this model o f clinical teaching, it is essenti al tha t the
needs for supportof those who precept beexplored.
Although the research literature studying theneeds for supportfrom those who
precept is limited. preliminaryevidence suggests thatsupportfor preceptors isessential
to their job satisfact ion and to decreasing their stress whil e in the precepto r role (B izek
& Germann . 1990; Yonge et al., 1992).
Because preceptorshlp experiences are offered in a w ide variety of clin ical
practice sett ings and locations throughout Ihe province , the resources and sup ports
available to the nurses within these diverse con texts may vary. The need to explore Ihe
perceptions of ihe nurses from more than one p ractice setting w as realized early in the
design of th is study.
A q ualae tlve research design was chosen in order to gain insight into the
individual needs of nurses, across many practi ce settings, as they described the su pport
provided a nd/or desired as they assumed the ro le of prec eptor. Th e purpose of this study
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wasto describe thereSQUI'ttS and needs for support from the preceptors' perspective.
rather than from the po sition o f thosein theacad e mic world. The researche r Inlize d
that such unde n;tanding isessential 10fostering the collabora tiveinteractions esseraial to
enhancement o f thepreceptorship model.
Thedata sources usedfor this study includ ed docu ment analysi.( and interview s
with individua ls whohad preceptcred. Schools o f nursing in the p rovince p rovided th e
researcher with documentsused for the orientation a ndprepa rationo f preceptors. Nurses
who had preceptored senior und ergraduate nursing slude n ts from either a diploma or
basic baccalau reate pro gramwere interviewedusing a semi-s tructured interv iewfermat .
Eighteen nurses from among community health and acute cafe settings across the
province volu nreered to Jl3rtic ipate. As an ex pl oratory sllxly, the purpose was to
describe thepe rceptions of those iNerviewed. not 10 make Generalizations.
The re se arch q uestions lhat guided Ole study foc used on the type of support
mechanisms av ailable to preceptors, the precept ors' sati sfaction with th ese: suppon
mecha nisms. and the o ther sourcesof supportde si rtd by thesepreceptors.
The find ings of !he study were described in Ch apler Four. Th is present
discussion foc uses on the major findings by in tegrating the answers 10 each of th e
resea rch quest ions in o rder 10describe the fundamental nee ds for p reparation anti suppo rt
of those who pre cept. lmplicat ions for nursing education , nursing practice aotl nursing
research are a lso included.
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Discussion of theFindings
The per sonalsense ofresponsibility for the stu dentfelt bypreceptorswa s a major
theme unravelled in this study. Thissense ofresponsibility wasfocusedon providing
anoptimumlearningenvi ronment forthe student. For many of thepreceptors, therewas
a tra nsition period as they began to tak e on the expanded respons ibilities o f student
teacher andeva luator. Beforeand during theirmov ing into the preceptor role , the sense
of responsibility they wereassumingfor the student began to lakeon meaning forthem.
For many. it was during their initial expe riences w ith preceptorship thatlhey began to
develop their own expectations for thero le as well as trying to interna lizethe students' •
the schools' , and theagencies'expectations.
As precepto rs talk ed about their preceptorship expe r iences and their adaptation
to the role, many concerns related to the ir responsibilities for the student surfaced .
Orten. their concerns focused on whether they were capable andadequately prepared to
guide andevaluate a stud ent;whet herthey hadenough backg roundkno wledge relatedto
the stud ent's learning needs, knowledge and skill level; and whe ther the learning
opportunities they were providing the stude nt was what the schoo l expecte d and the
stude nt needed. As preceptors talkedof these concerns they were able to reflect on
which sources o f preparat ionand support weremost effective inhelping lhem to adjust
and perform in the role.
Resources and support mechanisms in place and need s for such vari ed among
preceptors, A number of facto rs influenced these variations. These factors included:
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th e precep tor's place of tm pl oyrnent. its locat io n relativ e to the schools of rlIr!iing. the
preceptor' s experience with preceptoring. the support systems in place and. the
c o mmunication between the agen:y and lhcschools of nu rs ing. th e ability o f lhestu d c l\I,
a nd lhe preceptor's re lationship with thestude n t.
From theda ta , k is ev ident th at much of ~ wr tnen information and guide line,
th aI precep tors des ire have been deve lopedby the schools of nu rsing, H owever. s ome
of thisdocu mentation isnot always accessible to precep tors. As well. expectation s for
the faculty liaison and stud ent, as ou tlined in schools o f nurs ing docu ments. are nllt
a lways being follow ed through and facilitated during preceptorship experiences. Fur
example, each school of nursing document ou tlines th at the student is responsib le fur
developing and revis ing his/ helown learningObj ectives. Themaj orilJ o f d ocuments also
include that (he preceptor assiststhe student in identify ingand roodifying !helearn ing
objectives throughoul the ex perience. However. some precept ors had worked with
students w ho did not identify their learning objectives . IlJis made it d irncult fo r Ibc
p receptor to planth ose learn ingexpe riences thai best met stud e nt needs. Many o f the:
p receptors valued these objectives and saw them as e"idence of the students' act ive
participatio n inthe learning process . Previous studies havefound that studcnL~ Wh o arc
no t prepared creat e added stress to the preceptors' res pons ibil ities ( Po nd ct al., 1993;
Yongecr a l., 1992). In this present study, when uuderus did not identi fy their lea rning
objectives andactivelyseek 001 learningoppo rtunities , it added stress to thepreceptors'
feelings of respons ibility.
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Another discrepancy between what is outlined in preceptor documents aoclwhat
isoccurring in practice is the support providedby the faculty liaison. Schools of nursing
documents identify lhal the faculty liaison is available to consult with the preceptor inthe
planning of the learning experiences andlor in matters related (0 student performance.
In practice, this is not always occurring as some of thepreceptors received no contact
from a school of nursing representative during all or some of their preceptorship
experiences,
Preceptors in community health and those in agencies geographically distanced
from schools of nursing did not always receive an orientation to their role or the
opportunity to consult with a school of nursing representative. This is consistent with
the findings in the srudy by Yonge et al. (1992), thaI Jack of instructor availability is
attributed in many instances10 preceptorshipexperiencesoccurringat a distance fromthe
school. In a recent publicationof their study, Yonge, Krahn. Trojan and Wilson (1995)
also reported that the preceptor's perception of adequatesupport from nursing education
was related to the availability of a school of nursing representativeand the preparation
and guidance provided to the preceptor. In thestudy by Hsieh and Knowles (1990), the
need (or clearly defined role expectations and the opportunity to interact with an
instructor were seen as the most helpful action provided to preceptors by schools of
nursing.
Pond et al. (1993) found that the least positive aspect of a preceptorsblp
experience is role uncertainty wilh resulting lack of confidence. As indicated in Ihe
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literature on role theory, roles are induced when individuals learn. through the
socialization process, what behaviours are expected (Rubin. 1988). IndivKluab become
socialized into new roles when they receive information related10the responsibilities and
activities of the role. As well. the opportunity to interact with and receive support from
reference groups is necessary for role socialization (Gaines. 1981 as cited in Ruhin.
1988). Not all preceptors. in this present study. felt they were provided the opportunity
to develop a clear understanding of their role and responsibilities in guiding the student.
This lack of understanding was attributed to a lack of preparation (or the role which
preceptors attributed to inadequate orientation. inadequacies in written guidelines, allll
initial as well as follow-up interaction with a school of nursing representative . While
preceptors recognized the difficulty that distance creates 10 providing an orieoration for
preceptors, it was those who had received no contact or guidel ines who were masl
critical. The necessity of providing initial contact through either personal vi.~it~ .
telephone or teleconference approaches was articulated by preceptors as a means to
provide them with an orientation to the expectations of the role.
What preceptors considered most critical in helping to prepare them for the role
was information related to their roles and responsibilities in guiding the students and
information related 10 evaluating student performance. This is consistent with the
findings in the studies by Westra and Graziano (1992) and YORge ct al. (1992). In this
present study, those preceptors who had received some type of orientation to
preceptorship were more comfortable in their knowledge of the role as compared to those
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who had not receivedan orientation. However, manyof the preceptorsfrom across all
three broadpracticesettings expressedthe needfor morewrittenguidelines and ongoing
faculty support during the evaluation of students. The preceptors' desire to receive
school of nursingsupport in helpingthem10 objectively evaluate a student'sperformance
is a reflectionof their sense of responsibility for student learning and growth. The need
for schools of nursing to provide this support is crit ical.
Preceptors in this present study also desired more information related to the
student's level of performance: this would help them better unders tand student learning
needs and plan experiences accordingl y . Precepto rs also expressed the need for clearl y
defined guidelines related 10 the supe rvision of students and accessibilit y for interaction
with a facult y member in situations wher e they were in doubt. If initial contact had been
made and ongoing interaction established, preceptors were comfortable with the support
provided and confiden t they could seek out and obtain answers to questions should they
arise.
Preceptors WIIO had worked with students experiencing difficulti es in their
perfonnance identified the importance of interaction and consultation with a faculty
liaison. Many of the preceptors had worked with a student who was not performi ng at
the level expected. These precepto rs talked about the stress and feelings of uncertaint y
associated with such experiences. These findings are consistent with previous reports
that students who demonstrate poor nursing skills in a preceptorship experience creat e
increased stress or less than an ideal experience for the preceptor (Yonge et al. , 1992) .
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In th is present study, all the preceptors who had worked with students who were
experie ncing difficulties in the clinical setting talked of the associated stress. However ,
those who had received an orientation and were aware of their roles and responsibilities
were appreciative of the support provided through interaction with school of nursing
faculty. The opportunity for the preceptor to clarify. through interaction with II faculty
liaison, the guidance they were providing the student was seen as supportive. However ,
preceptors who received no contact from the school during such preeeptorship
experiences talked frequently of the need to have their teaching approach and assessment
of the student's performanceclarified.
Interaction with a faculty liaison as a means to clarify role expec tatio ns and to
gain feedback on their teaching approach is a common need for preceptors. The
availability of school of nursing faculty and the opportunity to interact with aod rccei...c
feedback are perceived as elements of support (Hseih & Knowles, 1990; Yonge et al.,
1992 ). In this present study, when preceptors did not receive the cr itical interaction (0
provide them with the feedback desired, they often expressed feelings of isolation and
lack of control in the preceptorship experience . This was especia lly evident when
precept ors worked with stude nts who experienced perfonna nce difficulties and the
preceptor had no! seen any significant signs of improvement. Howeve r. when preceptors
perceived they had adequate contact with a resource person in the school of nursing. they
tend ed to feel the preceptorship was a shared responsibility.
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Being able 10 interact with a faculty liaison to receive feed back and clari fication
of their teaching approach is important to how preceptorsperceive their role performance
(Yonge et al. , 1995). In this present study, when preceptors were not given the
opportunity to discuss and clarify their concerns about student performance with a faculty
liaison, they expressed some feelings of Jack of satisfaction. These situations occu rred
most frequently with preceptors in agencies geographically distanced from the schoo ls
of nursing . When preceptorship experiences are completed at a distance from the school
of nursing it is critical that a system of communication be developed so as 10 provide
preceptors with access10 faculty support.
Another study finding is the importance of support from within the workplace.
This support needs to come from nurse administrators and co-workers. Recognition of
the preceptor' s commitment to the student 's learn ing needs, dialogue and clarification of
the preceptor ' s approach with the student, and an unde rstanding of the time involved in
a precep torship experience are the important support mechanisms needed within the
workp lace . When preceptors fell their unit or agency administration under estimated the
lime and workload demands of a preceptorship experience, they did not feel supported
in their work environment. When nurse managers failed to acknowled ge preceptors'
responsibili ties for the student, it was perceived by preceptors as one reaso n why their
co-workers misunde rstood their role . This is consistent with the findings in the study by
Hsieh and Knowles (1990) that, without the support of the head nurse group , precep tors
felt misunderstood and frustrated by the misconceptions of their co-workers .
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With the added responsibility of a preceprorshfp experience. preceptors need to
feel they can rely on the usual systemsof support within the: workplace. It is importam
tha t nurse admlntsuarors acknowledge the time commitment and responsibility involved
in a prcceptorship experience. Recognition from this level can foster support within the
entire unit setling. Preceptors in this prescnt study expressed the need for nurse
educators and nurse administrators to work together [ 0 help Icster a more supportive
work environment for the preceptors.
The need for nurse educators and nurse administrators \0 work together in
providing effective resources and support for preceptors is critical to enhancing their
satisfaction while in the role. The initial planning of pn:ccptorship experiences and the
associated support begins with nurse educators. However, educators need to more
effectively communicate to terse administrators the objectives of the preceplorship
experience and the associated responsibilities of the preceptor and the nurse manager.
While school of nursing documents identify these objectives and responsibilities, they
must be followed up with discussion that will enable the nurse administrators' group 10
more fully understand the preceptors' responsibilities and workload demands. By
promoting an understanding at the nurse manager level. the developmentof support from
co-workers could then be fostered.
While school of nursing and workplacesupport is critical to preceptor snlsracrlon.
so is the relationshipdeveloped with the student. When preceptorsworked with student,
who wereable to identify their limitationsand accountabilities, a trusting relationship was
II'
established thai allowc<.l preceptors 10 feel more comfortab le in their role. However ,
preceptors still expressed the desire to receive feedback in relation to their teaching
approach and whether they had provided the student with the appropriate learning
opportunities. Preceptors further explained that such feedback would help them reflect
and develop new ways to help students meet their learning needs, Schools of nursing
must promote the importance of information exchange between student and preceptor.
Students should be encouragedto provide preceptors with more feedback as learning
object ives are being identified and discussed .
Feedback, besides helping the preceptor learn new approaches to guiding the
student , helps the preceptor to know when the guidance offered is beneficial. This serves
as a form of reward and motivation for the preceptor and a subsequent source of support.
This is consistent with the findings as reported by Yonge et al. (1995) that feedback to
preceptors is one aspect of the ongoing relationship between preceptor . student and
schools of nursing. Yonge et al. (1992) also reported that it is importa nt to establish
fonn al and consistent mechanisms of acknowledgment to preceptors. In this present
study. because preceptors value the benefits obtained from observing the student's
knowledge and skill development, it is imperative that schools of nursing develop a
form al mechanism to provide preceptors with feedback that acknowledges their sense of
respons ibility for student teaming and growth. Also of importance is acknowledging
individual preceptors who have worked with students requiring extra guidan::e dur ing a
prcceptorship experience. Knowing if students achieved in meeting the final program
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obj ectives is important to precept ors, especially when they had worked with students who
experienceddifficultyin their performance. Formal acknowledgment and the inclusion
of feedback 10preceptors are sources of support that can enhance preceptors' intrinsic
rewards because the important contributions they have made 10 their student's
achievement are recognized.
The need for preceptors to be acknowledged by their agency administration is
another critical element of preceptor reward and subsequent support. As discussed
previously. an understanding from the nurse manager of the lime and effort required to
guide a student is an element of recognition that preceptors perceiveas essential to their
fee lings of satisfaction. Nurse administrators. at all levels, need to recognize that the
process of preceptorlng is an added responsibility for those who assume the role.
Subsequent ly, nurse administrators need 10 provide support to preceptors before and
during thei r taking on the role. Can support for preceptors from nurse administrators
best be achieved by nurse educators more effectively defining and communicating the
preceptors ' responsibilities to nurse administrators? More effective interaction between
nurse educators and nurse administrators may enhance the work environment for
preceptors and help to endorse Ihe importance of fonnal methods of preceptor
recognition.
Another important element of preceptor acknowledgement and support is having
the opportunity 10 provide input into elements of the preceptorship program design.
White the opportunity for input was not a frequent occurrence. when it was provided,
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preceptors felt it was evidence that the school of nursing valuedthe preceptors' input and
considered it integral10the implementationof an effective preceptorship program. When
preceptors expressed the desire 10 become involved in the process of planning
preceptorship experiences , they felt (hey had a significant contribution to make because
of their frontline understandingof the process of preceproring.
Another element of input considered import..nt 10preceptors was the freedom to
choose when and j f they could preceptor . When preceptors fell compelled to take a
student, they sensed thai their administrati on and the schools of nursing did not fully
understand the lime commitment involved in preceptoring and its subsequent influence
on their workload. When preceptors are expected 10 assume the role whenever requests
are received from schools of nursing, it creat es a work climate that causes preceptors to
feel their input is not valued nor their contr ibutions acknowledged . Based on these
findings. it is important that nurse educator s and nurse administrato rs seek input from
preceptors and subsequently acknowledgereceipt and consideration of their suggestions .
Implications of the Study
The find ings of this study have implications for nursing education. practice and
research . T rying to balance the demands of the workplace with the needs of the learner
in a preceprorshlp experience presents mail! challenges for precep tors. The need to
acknowledge their needs for preparation and support and 10 implement strategies to
enhance their ability to feel satisfied in the role is critical.
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Implications [or Nur sing Education
With the changing context of nursing education environments and the move
toward increased use of preceptorship expe riences in this province. schools of nursing
need to work collaboratively with nursesin practice in the planningof theseexperiences.
To begin, nurse educators need to understand that strength in a preceptorship experie nce.
for both prece ptor satisfaction and enhanced student outcomes, lies in the preparation,
support and recognition provided 10 the preceptor. While preparation and support for
preceptors may be planned and Identified in written documents, their implementation
needs to be monitored in order to identify gaps and to ensure individual preceptors are
satisfied with the support and preparation received . Monitor ing for implementation
demonstrates to preceptors, that nurse educators arc committed to the provision of
effective preceptorshlp experiences for both SIUuClltS and preceptors. This commitment
to implemen tation of planned strategies for preparation. support, and recognition can help
foster work relationships that enhance the collaborative nature of preceptorship.
An essent ial element of support and gu idance for preceptors is the establishment
and maintenance of opportunities for communication between th.e preceptor and a
designate from the school of nursing. Opportunities to communicate allows the preceptor
to consult with and establish an ongoing relationship with someone who understands the
needs of the preceptor in a specific preceptor-student relationship. While the need for
communicat ion between the preceptor and a school of nursing representative may be
acknowledged in a preceptor program plan, it is most effective when the freque ncy and
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means of communication are established at the beginning of each preceptorship
experience. Nurse educators and preceptors. within each preceptorship experience,
should jointly review and define a plan for contact that is based on the individual
preceptor' s need within the context of his/her work selling and the student-preceptor
relationship. Contact between nurse educator and preceptor should focus on the
developing preceptor-student relationship, student preparation and performance, and
feedback to assist the preceptor in the guidance and evaluation of the student.
Initialcontact and orientation 10the role from nurse educators is another essential
element of support that is critical 10 increasing the preceptor' s level of satisfaction.
Precep torship experiences in community health and in agencies distanced from schools
of nursing provide particular challenges 10 nurse educators. It is important to ensure that
all preceptors receive the written documentation and guidelines to prepare them for the
experience. Travelling orientation workshops, telephone contact or teleconference are
useful strategies to supplement the written documentation provided to preceptors. As
well , schools of nursing, in the development of their preceptor documents, should ensure
they target the primary components of preceptor preparation and do not place undue
emphasis on documentation that is extraneous. Nurse educators should also devise means
to obtain input from preceptors in order to identify the critical elements of preceptor
preparation that need to be covered in a distanced preceptor orientation program , This
strategy can enhance the degree of preparation provided to these preceptors by
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overcoming the Iimital ions of restricted time and monetary resources which are
characteristic of such placements .
Precept ors need the oppo rtunity to provide input into the planning of
preceplorship experiences through regular program evalua tion. Prog ram evaluation too ls
need to focus on expectations. preparation. support. anti reward and should bedeveloped
in cooperation with a sample of preceptors who ca n help 10 identify the important
questions 10 be addressed.
A final implication for nursing education is the need for follow-up recognition as
a means of co ntinu ing support for the preceptor ' s cont ribution 10 student development
am success. Schools of nursing need 10 collaborate with nurse administrators and
preceptors to ensure preceptors are recognized through such formal mechanisms as
performance appraisals and acknow ledgement in their human resource fi le. As we ll.
when nurseeducators openlycommunicate andprovidefeedback 10 preceptorsIhroughoul
each in::l ividual preceptorsblp expe rience. they are acknowledging the importance of lhe
preceptor 10 the learning environment created in a preceptorshlp experience . Such
communication and acknow ledgmenl creates the essential trust and respeer that i..
essential to collaboration in preceptorship.
Implicati ons for Nursing Pearl ice
This study demonstrates that support for preceptors should also come from within
the workplace. To begin. nurse administrators need to share more responsibility with
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preceptors for the learning environment created for students. To foster shared
responsibility within the workplace. nurseeducators need to initiateefforts to get nurse
administrators more involved in preceprorshlp. Schools of nursing , besides offering
orientation sessions for preceptors, should also devise means to more clearly
communicate the essential nature of the nurse manager's role in a preceptorship
experience. Where possible, nurse administrators, especially managers, should attend
preceptor orientation programs offered by schoolsof nursing. Nursemanagers needto
communicate, through their actions,that theyunderstand the inherent responsibililies of
the preceptor role and the associated time demands. Preceptors need to feel they can
communicate. to their nurse managers, the need for specific workassignments Ihat will
assist them in meeting their student's learning needs. Work assignmentsshould not be
increased because a preceptor has a studentto share the workload.
Nurseadministrators, becausetheyaccept responsibilityby offeringpreceptcrshlp
experienceswithin their agency. should ensurethat schools of nursingprovidethe nurses
with the essential preparation and support required 10fulfil the preceptor role. As well,
nurse administratorsneed to work in partnership with nurse educatorsand develop ways
to communicate 10 other nurses withinIheagency, the important role that preceptorsplay
in student development. Use of preceptor appreciation programs, which focus on
acknowledgingpreceptors to others, can also serve to educateco-workers of the added
responsibilities assumedby preceptors. Suchprograms can heighten awareness, within
theworkplace. of the important contributionsmade by preceptors. The presence of such
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work conditions can help 10 foster a work climatewhere preceptors feel supported by
their colleagues as well as their administration.
Implica tions for Nnrsing Rt'W'rch
It is necessary to further investigate the elements of preceptor preparation and
support considered. by preceptors. most beneficial to enhancing their role performance
and subsequent satisfaction in the role. This investigution shculd be quantitative in
design and carried our on a sample that is representative of preceptors in this province.
Variables such as the preceptors' educational prepanuicn, number of years in nursing,
number of years in their present work:setting, and experience in preceploring, should be
built into the study design. This can help those who plan preceprorship experiences 10
understand lite varied needs for preceptor preparation and support thus hcightenir-g
awarenessof the importance of incorpcratlng such differences into their plans.
Issues related to the preceptor's workload and the expectations within the
workplace need to be investigated. Questions tholt address whether preceptors are being
coerced or expected to precept and how this affectstheir satisfaction in the role need 10
beasked. As welt, there is a need to study the frequency of preceptors being expected
to assume an increased patient assignment and the effect Ihis has on preceptor role
satisfaction. There is also a need to explore the perceptions of staff nurses and nurse
administrators who work.withpreceptors in order to determine the adjustments required
within the workplace during preceplOtship placements. Such investigations can give
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nurse educators a better understand ing of the broader issues within the nursing practice
setting that influence the delivery of a preceptorship program .
Limitations of the Study
Although the purpose of naturalistic inquiry is not to generalize results . it is
important to nore that study participant s did not represent all of the clin ical service areas
where preceptcrshi ps are used in nursing education.
Another limitation is related to recall of information . Not all preceptor s were
working with a student at the lime of the interview, although all had preceptored within
the last year. Some preceptor s had difficulty recalling the rewards received as well as
what had been includedin theirorientationsession or the written documentsprovidedto
them . As well, because some precepto rs had more experience than others. they were
able to provide more information because they could compare and contrast expe riences.
A final limitation is that. for some of the participants , their most recent
experience in preccptoring had not been with undergraduate nursin g students from a basic
program in nursing. At times these participants made reference to these other
preceprorship experiences because they were easier to recall. Although this data was not
included in the analysis. some distortion of the actual preparation and support provided
du ring precepeorships with basic nursing students may have occurred.
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Conclud ing Remark s:
A Time to Collabora te In Providing Support to Preceptors
The purpose of Ihis study was 10 describe. from the perception of those who
assume the role of precepror.me elements of supportconsidered beneficial to enhancing
their ability to perform in the role and to helpingthem feel satisfied with their efforts.
The findings support the need for schools of nursing to closely evaluate the network of
communication strategies used to prepare and support preceptors. The findings also
suggest that schoolsof nursing need tocollaboratemoreeffectively with clinical agencies
and nur ses in practice in the development and delivery of preceptorship programs. A
focus on interaction and sharingof responsibility, socritical to collaborativeefforts. can
help to enhance the supportive networks considered most essential to preceptor
satisfaction and reward.
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Director
School of Nursing
I am a graduate student in the MEd program at Mem orial University. I am
conducting resear ch for my thesis under the guidance of Dr . 1. Brown, Pacu llyof
Education and S. Solberg, Faculty of Nursing, Memorial Un iversity. My study will
explore the typc of suppo rt and gu idance provided to preceptors by Schools of Nursing
andaffilia tingagencies in the province andhow thepreceptorsperceive it facilitate s their
clinical teaching relationshi p with the stude n t. The investigation will al so atte mpt to
identify the type of support preceptors of undergradua te nurs ing students desire from
nursing ed ucation faculties andclinical agenciesasit relates to helping them balance their
roles and responsib ilities as student teacher s and pati ent care providers . The o verall
purpose will he to determine how schools of nu rsing a nd thenurs ing prac tice comm unity
can foste r preceptorship expe riences that are rewarding for th e precepto rs and provide
for their long-Icon motiva tion in the role.
Two types of data will be gathered for the pu rpose o f this stu dy. The se data
sources will include: semi-s tructured interviews with nu rseswho haveacte d as prec e ptors
and the co llection of docu ments used by schools of nursing fo r the prepa ration o f their
preceptors.
I am contac ting eac h of the schools of nursing in the p rovince and requesting a
copy of the docu ments used by the school fo r precep tor preparat ion as well as w ritten
approval to use them as data sour ces for my research . As part of m y study. these
document s willbe analyzed in orde r 10 determine what writte n resources are pro vided
by schoo ls of nu rs ing to facilitate the orienta tion and developm ent of pr e ceptors .
T h is study has recei ved approval from theFaculty of Edu cation' s Ethics R eview
Committee. Mem orial Uni versity. I am n ow requesting a copy of the preceptor
prep aration documents used by your school as well as written approval to use them
as data sourc es for my research. These d ocuments can be forwarde d to me at my
home ad dress as indicated or I can arr ange to pick them up.
All steps will be ta ken to ensure the a nonymity of you r school in the analysis of
these doc uments. If you have any questions or wish to discuss the pro p osal with me I
can bec o ntacted aI118-6649 (work) or 122- 8 256 (residence). If you wi sh 10co ntact a
resource person not associ ated with this stu dy, plea se contact Dr. Patricia C a nning,
Associate Dean (Re search and Devel opment) , Faculty of Education at 737-3401. Please
be advised that you r agency will be notified when the study is complete and 11 copy of
the results made available upon requ est. Th ank -you in anticip ation of your supp o rt.
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Assis tant Executi~ DircetOf
Plltient Care Servses
Agency Name
D"",
I am a graduate student in the M Ed program at M emorial University . I am
conductingresearch for my thesis on the pe rceived needs for support of prece ptor's o f
senio r undergra duate nu rsing students. Th e smdy will exp lore the typeof su pport and
guida nce prov ided to p receptors by schoo ls of nu rsing and affiliati ng agenci es in the
province andho w the preceptors perceive it facilitates iheirclinicalteaching rel ationship
with the stude nt. The investigat ion will also attempt 10 identify the type of support
precep torsof und ergraduate nursin g studen ts desire fromnursi ngeducation fac ultiesand
clinical agencie s as it relates to helping them balance their roles and responstbuldes as
stude nt teachers and patient care provide rs . Theov erall purpose w ill be to determine
how schools o f nursing andthe nursing practice communit y can foster prece pe rshlp
experie nces mal arc rewarding for lhe precepto rs aoo provide for their long-leon
eod va rlonin the role.
Thesamp le fo r this study will include nu rses who have preeeprored senio r
underg raduate nursing students fromeither a diplo ma or ge nericbaccalaureate nursing
progra m. Informa ns w ill be interviewed w ing an open.ended intervtewfo rmat with
permission10 ta pe record !beinterviewsfrom the informanu . My plan is to interview
• total of IS 10 20 nurse preceptors from commun ity heal th aOO acute we agenciesin
St. Joh n's and other areas orthe province wherep receptors areutilized.
I amreq uesting thatthe letterseeking preceptorvolunteersbe circ:ulated 10 those
IIIrseS in your agen::y whohave actedas precepto rs forstudentsenrolledin a diploma
IRIrsing program or!he basicprogramal M emorial U niversity School of Nursing. I have
enclosed copies of lhis letter. Wo uldyou please ask you r nurse managers to bring
my r equestto the atten tionof th esenurses and p rcrlde th emwit h a copy or access
lolhisldler .
I have a lso enclosed,for yourinfonnation, a sample consent formand a sample
Intervie wguide . If you have any questions or wish to discuss the proposal with me, ]
can be contacted at778 -6649 (wor k) or 722·8256 (residence) . Thank-you.
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REQUEST FORVOLUNTEERS TO P ARTICIPATE IN
A STUDY ONPRECEPTO RSHIP
I am a gra duate stu dent in the MEd program at Memorial Univ ersity . 1am
co nducting research for my thesis o n the percei ved need s for support of precep tors of
senior unde rgraduate nursing stude nts. The investigat ionwill euempt to ident ify the
type of support pre cepto rs of und ergraduat e nursing stude nts desire from nu rsing
education faculties andclinical agenciesas it relates to helping thembalance their roles
and responsibilities as srudenneachers and patient care providers. The overall purpose
will be to determin e how schools of nursing and the nursing practice community can
foster preceplorship experiences that are both satisfying and motivational for the
preceptor.
I am requesting that nurses who have preceptored sen ior undergraduate nu rsing
students fr om eithe r a dip loma or genericbac calaureate nursin g program, volun teer to
participate in my study. M y plan is to interview a total of 15 to 20 preceptors frum
community health and acute care agencies in St. Johu 's and other area s orthe
province. Each preceptor voluntee r will be intcrviewe d by m yself with the inte rview
pl anned to last ap p roximate ly one hour. If, during the analy sis of the data, I feel the
need to furt her e xp lore certain issues, I m ay need to spend a short period o f time
interview in g some o f the participant s again. Th e interviewtimes willbe arranged at the
convenienc e of those who volunteer .
If you are interested in participating in my study o r wish to ask me some
questions before you make a dectston, please contact m e by ph one at 77 8-6649M onday
to Friday during re gular work ing hours, at 7 22-8256 after 6 PM on weekdays o r any
time during the day on wee kends. For those w ho live o utside the St. John 's area , please
feel free to call me collect at the722-8256numb er onl y , Once I have re ached th e quota
of voluntee rs that [ require for mystudyI will notify yo ur agency. Please do not hesi tate
to contact me in the interim.
If you do vo lunteer to participatc, you willbe givena consentfonn tosign which
w illexpla in thepurposeof thestudy andthe c onditions of agree mentbetw een you as the
volunteer and myself as the researc her. Please be assured that all information gathered
in this study is co nfidentia l andat no time will you be identifi ed. Thank-you,
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Execu6'~ Director
Agency Name
Dear
I am a graduate student in the MEd program at Memorial University. I am
conducting research for my thesis under the guidance of Dr. J. Brown, Faculty of
Education and S. Solberg, Facully of Nursing, Memorial University. My study will
explore the type of support and guidance provided 10 preceptors by Schools of Nursing
and affiliatingagencies in the provinceand how the preceptors perceive it facilitates their
clinical leaching relationship with the student. The investigation will also attempt to
ident ify the type of support preceptors of undergraduate nursing students desire from
nursing education faculties and clinical agenciesas it relates to helping them balance their
roles and responsibilities as student teachers and patient care providers. The overall
purpose will be to determine how schools of nursing and the nursing practice community
can foster preceptorship experiences that are rewarding for the preceptors and provide
for their tong-term motivation in the role.
Two types of data will be gathered for the purpose of this study . These data
sources will include: semi-structured interviews with nurses who have acted as preceptors
and the collection of documents used by schools of nursing for the preparation of their
preceptors.
Each of the Directors of the Schools of Nursing in the province will be contacted
and a copy of the documents used by the school for preceptor preparation will be
requested. These documents will be analyzed in order to detenn ine what written
resources are provided by schools of nursing to facilitate the o rientation and preparation
ofp rcccptors.
Thc interview data for this study will be obtained from nurses who have
preceptored senior undergraduate nursing students from either a diploma or generic
baccalaureate nursing program. My plan is to conduct personal interviews with a tolal
of 15 to 20 preceptors from community health and acute care agencies in St. John' s and
other areas of the province. The interviews will last approximately one hour, will be
conducted by myself and will be audiotaped. If, during the analysis of the data, I feel
the need to further explore certain issues, I may need to spend a short period of time
interviewing some of the participants again. All interview tapes will be discarded once
the study is complete.
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Written consent will be obtained from each participant prior to the interview.
Participants wi:! be infonned that all infonnalion gathered in this study is strictly
confidential aOO at no lime will they be identified. Participants will beassured that their
participation is voluntary. that they may withdraw at any time, andlor refrain from
answering any questionsthey may prefer to omit.
This study has received approvalfrom the Faculty of Education's Ethics Review
Committee, Memorial University. I am now requesting written approval from your
agency to conduct interviews with some of your staff nurses who have preceptored
undergraduate nursing students while in your employ. Followingyour approval, I will
contact your Nursing Services Department to arrange for volunteers from your
institution. I have enclosed, for your information, a copy of the letter to be forwarded
to your Assistant Executive Di rector, Patient Care Services, a sample of the letter
requesting volunteers, a sample of the interview guide, and a sample consent fonn .
If you have any questions or wish to discuss the proposal with me. I can be
contacted at 778-6649 (work) or 722-8256 (residence). If you wish to contact a resource
person not associated with this study, please contact Dr . Patricia Canning, Associate
Dean (Research andDevelopment), Faculty of Education aI737 ·340 1. Please be advised
that all steps will betaken to ensure the anonymity of your agency and those interviewed
in this study. Your agency will be notified when the study is complete and a copy of the
results made available upon request. Thank-you in anticipation of your support.
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INTERVmW CONSE NT FORM (PREC EPTOR SUPPORn
I am a graduate student in the MEd program at Memorial University. I am
conductinga studyin whicbI hope to identify and describe the type of support preceptors
of nursing students desire from nursing education faculties and clinical agencies as it
relates to helping them balance their roles and responsibilities as student teachers and
patient care providers. The overall purpose will be to dctennine how schools of nursing
and the nursing practice community can foster preceptorshtp experiences that arc
rewarding for the preceptors and provide for their long-term motivation in the role.
My pla n is to interview, for approximately one hour. nurses who have
preceptored senior undergraduate nursing students. If. during the analysis of the data,
I feel the need to further explore certain issues, I may need to spend a short period of
time interviewing some of the participants again.
If you agree to participate in my study, I request your permission to audiotape the
interview(s) and make a transcript of the audiorecording. Please be aware that all
information gathered in this study is str ictly confidential and at no time will you be
identified. Your participation is voluntary, you may withdraw at any time, and/or you
may refrain from answering any questions you may prefer to omit.
Other conditions that are part of this agreement include:
1. all personal identifying characteristics will be removed from the transcriptls).
2. all transcripts will be destroyed following completion of the study,
3. if you are directly quoted in the final report, you will be given the opportunity
to read these quotations to ensure : (a) you have been quoted accurately, (b) you
have not been quoted out of context, and (c) no personal identifying
characteristics have been inadvertently included.
This study has received approval from the Faculty of Education's Ethics Review
Committee, Memorial University. Approval has also been received from your place of
employment.
If you agree to participate in this smdy please sign below and return to me by
_ _____ ' The other copy is for you.
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If you have any questionsor concerns, pleasecontactme1( 722-8256 or my lhesis
supervisor Dr. 1. Brown at 737-7561. If you wish to contact a resource person not
associated with thisstudy, pleasecontact Dr. Patricia Canning. Associate Dean(Research
';lOd Development), Faculty of Education at 737·3401.
Sincere ly,
Beverley Janes. B.N.•R.N.
I AGREE TO PARTICIPATE IN THIS STUDY AND TO HAVE A VERBATIM
TRANSCRIPTION MADE OF THE INTERVIEW. I UNDERSTAND THAT MY
PARTICIPATION IS ENTIRELY VOLUNTARY. I MAY WITHDRAWFROM THE
STUDYATANYTIMEAND/ORREFRAIN FROMANSWERINGANYQUESTIONS
WHICH I MAY PREFER TO OMIT. I ALSO UNDERSTAND THAT ALL
INFORMATION IS STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL AND I WILL NOT BE
IDENTIFIED.
(signature of interviewee)
(signature of interviewer)
(date)
(dale)
APPENDIX F
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Interview Guide
I) 1 would like you to talk about the different roles and responsibilities you have
taken on as preceptor . Can you tell me how they differ from your roles and
responsibilities as a staff nurse?
( Teacher role, evaluator role, mentor role . .00 they feel prepared for these
role s?)
2) Tell meabout the preceptororientation programyou receivedand how you would
eva luate its effectiveness. Did it hetp prepare you for your role as prece ptor?
3) From your experience. how useful were the teaching strategies used for these
ori entation sessions? What else would have been useful to you?
4) Do you find you often have questions relatedto your roles and responsibilities as
a preceptor? Fromwhichsources do you receive your answers? Tell me if you
find these sourcesmeet your needs?
5) Can you tell me what you feel causes the most stress for you as a preceptor?
(Balancing patient care and student guidance responsibilities, evaluating students,
students experiencing difficulties .. .ask them to provide examples if they can.)
6) Did you ever personally experience any difficulty/conflict as a result of a specific
preceptor-student relationship? Tell me about it (them). How was it resolved?
What would you have liked done in the situation? (Sources of support
appropriate to the siruanon.)
7) Has preceprorsbip interfered with your normal sources of support in the
workplace? Tell me in what way and how you dealt with this.
(Coworker support systems, support from nurse managers)
8) How much opportunity have you had to talk to other preceptors about their
experiences? Do you feel this would be beneficial and why?
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9) How do you lhinJc schools of nursingcan best helpyooestablisha good working
relationship with your precepree?
(Input into planning, contact with faculty)
10) How do you feel preceptcrship is beneficial 10 you both personally
professionally?
(Explore their feelings concerning this and if they feel there arc sufficient
strategies to reward lhem.)
II) Are there other support strategiesthat could beused which we have neediscussed
''''''''




